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u No dad^y, just as Mr. Neitherside companying
<
extravagances which al
DEATH OF JOHN ADAMS.
mAIE ARTI0X.ES.
On Tuesday last closed the. half century
was done, in come Mr. Hookit and Mr. ;ways follow such notions as young la
PUBLISHED BY
since the patriots and sages of this country
Nabit, and I come back.”
idies imbibe strongly—coquetry, gew From the JYational intelligencer, July 4. proclaimed
its independence, and with its
The sentiments contained in the following
JAMES K. REMICH,
“ Confound my ill luck :—gp back, gaw,
j
finery, pride, affectation, and ill letters are in every respect so appropriate to parting rays the spirit of the elder ADAMS
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
do you hear ? and ask Mr. Liberal if isupported loftiness—and I am of opin the occasion of this days celebration, that in ascended to heaven. That bold and ener
spirit which inspired the councils of
he will be kind enough—do you hear ? ion
i that, as more sensible young men offering them to our readers, it would be su getic
pererogation to add a word of comment. If America with the determination to become
kind enough to lend me any northern have
!
taken up the (perhaps ungallant) history is philosophy teaching by example, independent has ascended on high, and that,
paper he may have, or if he has nost idea
i
that there are as fine fish in the where could a more beautiful example be eloquent tongue which urged its declaration
A GOOD THLKG.
jone,
on the fourth of July, 1776, on the fourth of
ask him to lend me yesterday’s ’sea
i as were ever taken out of it, all the found than in that which is afforded by the fol July,
1826, was palsied in death. Thds has
The following excellently executed porlowing Letter's from the surviving men of the
paper
again,
or
the
day
before,
or
the
]
pretty
girls
should
throw
these
foolish
terminated, and gloriously terminated the
trait of “neighbour eagerness,” is most res- ’
Revolution.
—•
virtuous and patriotic life of JOHN ADAMS
j
aside, and try to be—serious,
WASHINGTON, JUNE 14, 1826.
pectfully dedicated to all borrowers of the 'day before that, or last Saturday’s, or, pruderies
Sir : As Chairman of a Committee ap -—blessed by his country, honoured by the
1
friendly and sensible.
Statesman, by the disobliged editors and the 'do you hear? any of the last week’s honest,
pointed by the citizens of Washington, to World, and immortal as history. Amidst the
do you hear ?”
patient and enduring subscribers, who have papers,
’
make arrangements for celebrating the Fif bosom of his family, the patriarch of tlje rev
u Tes, daddy.”
Elegant extract from Woodstock.
tieth Anniversary of American Independence olution has closed his mortal career, viewing
continued with all long suffering, to loan the
in a manner worthy the Metropolis of the as a patriarch of old, before his closing eyes,
paper to their mean spirited neighbours, fre . UI am determined on going right
“ There is, I know not why, some Nation,
I am directed to invite you, as one of the expanding glories of his country, the
quently before, if not always after they had :away to subscribe for a noospaper ; I fthing peculiarly pleasing to the imag- the Signers of the ever-memorable Declara fruits of his exertions, and the blessingspurchased by him for posterity. The ideas
will
not
be
so
pestered
with
the
trouble
,
read it themselves.—A*. Y. Statesman.
agination in contemplating the Queen tion Ox the Fourth of July, 1776, to favor the which
occupy our minds in Contemplatihg
of
borrowing
from
unaccommodating
(
City with your pi’esence on the occasion.
of Night, when she is wading, as the ex lam further instructed to inform you, that, his character and the period allotted by heav
• [From the Louisiana^ Advertiser.]
1
neighbours.”
pression is, among the vapors which on receiving your acceptance of this invita en for gathering him to his fathers, fill our
Oh ! that my friend ffiould take a JIews~
u You are right, Mr. Eagernoos, the she
,
has not power to dispel---- and tion, a special deputation will be sent to ac hearts with such feelings as disable us from
*
paper.!
printers only ax five dollars right which, on their si^le, are unable to company you from your residence to this city, searching in books for the record of the many
memorable incidents of his life, and we can
and back to your home.
u John 1 Oh, John !—do you hear ? (down, and then you have a whole year,
quench her lustre., It ¡s the striking With sentiments of the highest respect only present such facts as are present to our
—Rim to neighbour Liberal’s and ask ,to pay t’other five dollars in, and then
image of patient virtue calmly pursuing and veneration, I have the honor ta, be your memory. His virtu^c and serviced will em
him if he will oblige me by the loan of you can dispute the bill, and they will
ploy thè most eloquent tongues in the nation,
1er path through good report and bad most obedient servant.
& his history be written by its ablest historian.
this morning’s paper a few moments, Isend the noospaper three months af
R. C. WEIGHTMAN.
report ; having that excellence in her
Mayor of Washington, and Chairman His life and history are the history of liberty
just to look at the ship news and adver ter that afore it is settled—them folks self which ought to command all admi
of the Committee of Arrangements. and the rights of man, triumphing over op
tisements.”
pression, and founding a lasting empire on the
what brings the paper always throws it ration, but bedimmed in the eye of the
That’s just what I said yesterday where it was taken, never thinking that
[The above is a copy of the letter addressed broad foundation of the peopled will, and the
world, by suffering, by misfortune, by to the surviving signers of the Declaration of happiness of the governed.
morning daddy, when I went to bor the subscriber is done over.”
President Adams was educated at Cam
calumny.
Independence: a letter to the same effect
row the paper, and you know you kept
“ Here comes John—well John, have
was also addressed to the former Presidents bridge, and to the profession of the law.—So
it two hours, and he was obliged to you got the paper ?” u No daddy, the
of the United States, who were not signers of eminent was his standing in that profession,
A PRAIRIE.
this instrument. In the letter addressed to that at an early age he was appointed Chief
send for it.”
neighbours borrowed all the old papers,
of the State, but he declined this of
“ Having crossed a deep bottom of Mr. Adams there was a slight variation; the Justice
“ Well, then say something else to and Mrs. Parrot sent to get the morn
shortness of the time, and the distance of his fice. Amid the force of excitement produced
two
miles
in
width,
I
came
out
upon
the
him, John, do you hear John ? and give ing papers as soon as they were done
residence from the Seat of Government, ma by the Boston massacre, he dared to under
first prairie of any great size or beauty king it necessary for the Committee of Ar take the defence of the British troops. Hia
my compliments John, do you hear ?” with.”
to depute a gentleman to escort success in this trial was complete. It evin
“ Yes, daddy.” (exit and returns.)
uThe devil she did—then I may that I had seen. It was the Sabbath, & rangements
him
without
awaiting his answer. Col. ced his talents and his strong sense of justice
“ Well John, have you got the pa hang up my fiddle ’till sun down, for a fine Sept’r morning. Every object House, of the army, most promptly and and official duty. A less intrepid spirit would
was brilliant with a bright sun, and wet cheerfully undertook this honorable mission, not have dared to stem the current of popular
per?”
when she begins to read ’tis from alpha
indignation by engaging in such a cause. But
“No daddy, neighbour Liberal is and omega. Give me my hat, John. with a shower that had fallen the pre at the request and on behalf of the commit it is not in his professional life but his politic
tee.]
—
ceding
evening.
The
first
time
a
stran

walking about the room waiting for Never mind breakfast. Mr. Swallow,
al, that we are to trace his glorious career.
QUINCY, JUNE 22, 1826.
He soon sacrificed his profession and every
Mr. Newsmonger to finish reading the will you accompany me to the printing ger comes to view this prairie, take it R. C. Weightman, Esq. Chairman, &c.
to the liberties of his fellow citizens
Louisiana Advertiser, or Mr. Longwind office? I will subscribe immediately; all in all, the most beautiful that 1 have Sir : Col. House, of the U. S. Army, now thing
stationed at Fort Independence, in my neigh and the independence of his country. In
ever
seen,
a
scene
strikes
him
that
will
to drop the Gazette ; which he has got five dollars, did you say ? I will give
borhood, has favored me with a call, and 1770 he was elected-a representative from1
Boston, and in 1774 a member of the Council,
almost asleep over.”
twenty five before I would suffer such never be forgotten. The noble border communicated your very polite letter, desir but
negatived by Gov. Gage, from the
“But is not the Argus and Mercan impertinence. If I lend iny paper I of wood, that with its broad curve skirts ing him to offer me an escort to Washington, partwas
he took in politics. From 1770 and pre
in order to celebrate with you the approach
this
prairie,
has
features
peculiar
to
tile Advertiser come ?”
vious, and until 1776, he was constantly en
wish I may be d^----- .”
the Missouri bottom, and distinct from ing Fiftieth Anniversary of our National In gaged, and took a leading part in all the
“ Yes, daddy, but Mr. Neitherside is
dependence.
that of the Mississippi. I observed 1 feel very grateful for this mark of distin measures which were adopted to defend the,
reading one, and Mr. Scribelerus is
from the unjust attacks of the Brit
MOTHERS.
the cotton trees to be immensely tall, guished and respectful attention on the part colonies
laughing over the funny piece he told
Parliament. He was one of the earliest
The following is from Buckminster. rising like Corinthian columns, enwrap of the citizens of the City of Washington, ish
the independence of the
you he was going to have published in
which the present state of my health forbids that contemplated
u If any thing in life deserves to be con
and her separation from thè mother
the “ Mirror,” and I believe he has sidered as at once the exquisite bliss ped with the luxuriant wreathing of i- me to indulge the hope of participating, country,
vy, and the bignonia radicans, with its only with my best wishes for the increasing country. No man in the Congress of 1776
read it twenty times over.”
so much as he did to procure the declar
and pre-eminent duty of a mother, it is splendid trumpet shaped flowers, dis Krity of your city, and the constant did
ation of Independence. It is believed that
“ This is provoking; I wonder why
of his inhabitants.
this—to watch the dawning disposition played them glittering in the sun, quite
the
motion was madé by a member from Vir
they don’t take the papers themselves,
lam, sir, with much respect, your friend
ginia at his suggestion, that he seconded the
and capacity of a favourite child ; to on the summits of the trees. The and
humble
servant,
J.
ADAMS.
and not be troubling their neighours.” discover the earliest buds of thought ;
motion and sustained it by most powerful and
resistless argument. By his influence also,
“ Why dont you take a paper, dad- ; to feed with useful truth the inquisitive- prairie itself was a most glorious spec
MONTICELLO, JUNE 24, 1326.
Mr. Jefferson was placed at the head of the
dy ?”
■’ ness of a y bung atid curious mind ; to tacle. Such a sea €>f verdure in, one Respected Sir : The kind invitation I committee
who framed the declaration. His
direction, extended beyond the reach received from you, on the part of the citizens
“ Why—why—if I did I never could
direct the eyes yet unsullied with the of the eye, and presenting millions of’ of the City of Washington, to be present with reason for procuring the motion to come from
get a chance to see it. An imper
Virginia, and of placing one of her delega
waters of contrition, to a bounteous ben- flowers of every scent and hue, seem them at their celebration of the Fiftieth An tion
at the head of the Committee, was to en
tinent set of spongers’ go again,
niversary
of
American
Independence,
as
one
' efactor; to lift the little hand yet un ed an immense flower garden. The
gage the hearty co-operation of that great
John. There must be one out of four
of the surviving signers of an instrument, State in the work of Independence. By the
liberated, and I know it will give neigh stained with vice, in prayer to their air was soft and mild. The smoke pregnant with our own and the fate of the committee who were appointed on the sub
Father who is in Heaven. But so it is. streamed aloft from the houses and ca. world, is most flatteringto myself, and height ject of a separation from the mother country,
bor Liberal pleasure, to gratify me on
The child, as soon as it is releasee bins, which indented the prairie, just in ened by the honorable accompaniment pro Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Adams were appointed
ly for a moment.”
for the comfort of such a journey. a sub-committee to frame a Declaration of
from the bondage of the nurse, anc the edge of the wood. The best view posed
It adds sensibly to the sufferings of sickness Independence. The draft reported, was that
“Well, John, what success ?”
needs no longer a careful eye to of this prairie is from the u Mamelles,”’ to be deprived by it of a personal participa of Mr. Jefferson, and he has deservedly re“ Cant get a paper, daddy, Mr. Lib
tion in the Rejoicings of that day ; but acqui' ceived great credit for it. But those who
look after its stepâ, and guard it from which bound it on the west.
eral has got the Mercantile Advertiser
escence is a duty under circumstances not• consider how much easier it is to draft a re
external injury is too often surrenderee
FlinTs
Travels.
placed among those we are permitted to con port than to procure its passage and adoption,
away from Mr. Scribelerus, and Mr. to preceptors, some of whom are em
trol. I should indeed with peculiar delight, and who reflect^ that Mr. Jefferson never
Doolittle is looking over his shoulder
met, and exchanged there congratula spoke in public, and that John Adams was
ployed to polish the surface of thé char
There is one incident in the battle of have
while he reads it, and he’ll want it acter, and regulate the motions of the
tions, personally, with the small band the the bold and daring spirit of the Congress of
the
6th
of
April,
at
Missolonghi,
worthy
remnant
of that" host of worthies who joined
next.”
1776, and the eloquent advocate of its boldest
limbs, others to furnish the memory,1 < ’of particular notice. While the coin- with us, on that day, in the bold and doubtful measures,
cannot;fail to award him the high
“ This is beyond all bearing; it is
election
we
were
to
make,
for
our
country,
be

and accomplish the imagination, while: manders were arranging the troops in
est honor which the adoption of that declar
now seven o’clock, and I suppose I
tween
submission
and
the
sword
;
and
to
have
religion gets admission as she can,i situations where their services would enjoyed with them the consolatory fact that ation could confer. From the declaration of
must wait till after breakfast before I
Independence until the peace, Mr. Adams
sometimes in aid of authority, and some
our fellow citizens, after half a century of ex was employed in the same glorious cause.
can get the news, and who the d------ 1 times in a Saturday’s task, or a‘ be most effective, the women of the be- perience
and
prosperity,
continue
to
approve
L sieged fortress advanced, bearing the
Whilst Washington, at the head of our ar
(in a violent passion) would give a suSunday’s peculiarity, but how rarely arms of their wounded husbands, brothers, the choice we have made. May it be to the mies was fighting the battlés of Liberty, and
markee to read a newspaper after
world, what I believe it will be, (to some defending our country from the ravages of the
breakfast. Do you hqar, John, go a- as a sentiment. Their little hearts are and friends, and singing the death song parts sooner, to others later, but finally to enemy, Adams was employed in a service
made, to flutter with vanity, encouragée of the immortal Marco Botzaris. They all,) the signal of arousing men to burst the less-brilliant, but scarcely less important.
gain John, and wait ’till one or the oth
chains, under which monkish ignorance and
to pant with emulation, persuaded to
the whole war, he was exerting his
er of the papers is out of the hands of contract with parsimony, allowed to requested permission to fight in the pla superstition had persuaded them to bind Through
at the various courts of Europe, to
ces of their husbands and kinsmen, themselves, and to assume the blessings and talents
these infernal gormandizing monopoli
loans and alliances, and every succour
glow with revenge or reduced to abso which was reluctantly yielded to their security of self-government. The form obtain
to sustain our armies and the. cause of Liber
zers, and be sure to catch it John, and
lute numbness by worldliness anc tears and repeated entreaties. A por which we have substituted restores the free ty and our Independence. Nor did his labors
then tell Mr. Liberal that I will return
to the unbounded exercise of reason cease until he had accomplished every object
cares, before they have ever felt a sen tion of the ramparts was allotted to right
and freedom of opinion. All eyes are open
it instantly—do you hear John ?”
which he was sent abroad, nor until he
timent of devotion, or beat with a pulsa them, and from no quarter was the ed or opening to the rights of man. The for
had sealed ourlndependence bva Treaty o£
“ Yfis, daddy.”
(Exit.) (Enter
tion of sorrow for an offence, or grati deadly volley more uninterrupted than general spread of the lights of science has al Peace, which he signed, with Great Britain.
Swallow.)
ready laid open to every view the palpable
Immediately after the Treaty of Peace, he
“ Good morning, neighbour Egernoos tude for a benefit in the presence of from that defended by this valient band truth, that the mass of mankind has not been was appointed Ambassador to Great Brit
God.
”
born with saddles on their Tacks, nor a fa ain ;—on the adoption of the Constitution he
of heroines.
AT. Y. Times.
—any thing noo ?”
vored few, booted and spurred, ready to was elected first Vice President of the Uni
“ New! fire and faggots, I have sent
ride them legitimately, by the grace of God. ted States. During the whole period of the
GOOD ADVICE.
THE BEST RELIGION.
These are grounds of hope for others; for Presidency of Washington, Mr. Adams was
a dozen times to Liberal there, to re
Swift, in a letter to a young lady,
That religion which makes a man ourselves, let the annual return of this day Vice President. He was as uniformly con
quest the loan of his paper, only for a
forever refresh our recollections of these
moment, and he has the impertinence says, I think you ought to be well in the best citizen is the best religion. A rights, and an undiminished devotion to sulted by Washington as though he had been
a member of his cabinet, on all important
formed
how
much
your
husband
’
s
rev

religion that makes a man cruel, perse them.
to refuse me.”'
questions. On the death of Washington,
enue
amounts
to,
and
be
so
good
a
com
I
will
ask
permission
here
to
express
the
cuting
and
intolerant,
is
a
bad
religion
;
“ Refuse you.”
Mr. Adams was elected his successor.
pleasure
with
which
I
should
have
met
puter
as
to
keep
within
that
part
of
the
and the teachers and preachers of any my ancient neighbors of the city of Wash During the administration of Mr. Adams,
“ Not exactly refuse me, but he per
spirit raged without restraint. Too
mits such fellows as Longwind, Nei management which falls to your share, religion whatever, who are so, are bad ington and its vicinities, with whom I passed party
independent himself to wear the trammels of
so many years of a pleasing social intercourse either party, he was warmly supported by
therside, Scribelerus and Newsmonger, and not to put yourself in the number men and bad citizens.
—an intercourse which so much relieved the neither. Too open for concealment, and
td pore over them for hours, not only of those politic ladies, who think they
anxieties of the public cares, and left impres
void of guile and intrigue, he prac
(through mistaken courtesy) depriving gain a great point when they have
A Mr. Schultz, backed by General sions so deeply engraved in my affections, as perfectly
ticed no arts to secure himself in power. At
teazed
their
husbands
to
buy
them
a
himself, but his neighbours from getting
Smyth, of Virginia, both avowed De never to be forgotten. With my regret that the expiration of the first term, Mr. Jeffer
health forbids the gratification of an ac son, the candidate of the Republican party,
early intelligence of what is passing in new equipage, a laced head, or a fine ists, have offered to the editor of the ill
petticoat, without once considering Intelligencer a substitute for the Chris ceptance, be pleased to receive for yourself, and his successful competitor, received four
the world.”
and those for whom you write, the assurance votes more than Mr. Adams. Mr. Adams
“My goodness! be they reading what long scores remain unpaid to the tian Religion. It discards Priests, but of my highest respect and friendly attach then retired to private life at his seat in
butcher.
TH. JEFFERSON.
Quincy.
’em now!”
preserves the Sabbath as a day of rest ments.
When the foreign aspect of our country be
“Y’es.” (sighing.)
or recreation. The Intelligencer has
DOUGHORAGEN MANOR, JUNE 17, 1826.
came clouded, and difficulties overshadowed
OBSERVATIONS.
“ Well, that’s abominable ’ Why
refused to publish Mr. Schultz’s at Sir : I was this day favored with your let it, he came forth the warmest advocate of
I have observed that young Misses, tacks on Christianity.
dont you take a Noospaper yourself ?”
ter of the 14th inst. I am much obliged to the rights of the country, and of those meas
the Committee for their invitation to attend, ures of the administration calculated to sus
“ Why don’t you take one ? you are when they take it into their heads that
on the fourth of next month, the celebration tain them. His letter in defence of our sea
always inquiring after Noos, as you they are pretty, decline rapidly in their
Cure of a Deaf and Dumb Child.
of the Fiftieth Anniversary of American In men against foreign impressment, is one of
popularity
among
thé
beaux
!
By
the
A boy, ten years old, who had been com dependence, in the Metropolis of the United the ablest and most irresistible arguments in
call it,”
“ Why I did take one, but the print expression, “ take it into their heads,” I pletely deaf from infancy, has been cured by States. Having received a similar invitation the English language. So satisfied were
Dr.Deleau, of Paris, by simply injecting air from the City of New-York, and having de those who had been politically opposed to
er don’t leave it at my house any more, would not be understood to mean a through
the Eustachian tube which leads clined it, 1 cannot with propriety attend the him, of his merits and services, that he was
’cause I hackelled about the price and simple knowledge, consciousness or from the throat into the cavity of the tympa celebration at Washington.
selected by the republicans of Massachusetts,
belief that they are beautiful, because num or drum of the ear. This is an opera Accept, Sir, my thanks for the sentiments as their candidate for Governor, on the death
wood’nt pay him.”
which might probably succeed in simi you have expressed to me in yqur letter.
of Gov. Sullivan—but he declined again en
“ That’s a good reason for the print as mammas will let them have looking tion
lar cases; and from the account given of it,
I remain, with great respect, Sir, your tering into public life. He was one of the
er, if it none for you. Well, John, did glasses, they must attain this conscious it appears to have been accomplished with most humble servant.
Electors, and President of the Electoral
ness, but I have reference to those ac- out any inconvenience.
College, when Mr. Monroe was elected Pres CH. CARROLL, of Carrollton.
you get the paper ?”

fi/WL

am¿

At Bedford,Indiana,lately,.Jesse Brannan,
ton, and all the adjacent towns, during the gave way, and half the roof with three rafters
funeral solemnities-*«and other tokens of re were thrown a great distance, some ten rods. aged 20, was convicted of theft. He showed
'lieSecd«d ,n ’
A child six months old was twice thrown off’ no signs of feeling. His aged & agonized fa
spect,, were manifested.—Salem Register.
the bed—women were hurled across the ther and mother were present. After his
Sportedth at£
room ; yet out of twelve persons in both sentence, his mother said “ Go to the Peni SATURDAY,
JOHNADAMS.
p.’ Thiii.by 9
Several intimations are given as to the houses, not one was materially hurt. The tentiary, my boy, serve out your time, and I
^VtedWledfr
wishes of individuals in relation to the hail fell about three inches deep, cutting will still receive you as a mother.” They
^“n/ler Adm.
LATEST FROM
proper honors to be paid to the memory of leaves and tendrils from the trees, giving an separated—one for jail the other for a mel
The packet ship New-York, Bennet
that great apostle of liberty and friend of entire aspect. Large fields of grain were ancholy home. But the scene had been too arrived atNew-York, bringing ad vices from
MOTHER sPnAc
literature, JOHN ADAMS. We will give utterly despoiled, much fruit cut off, and much for the female parent. In a few mo Liverpool to the first of June. We have re
our suggestions—-they will pass for what window glass in abundance dashed to pieces. ments she was convulsed, tottered and fell. ceiyed our files^of theLôndon Courier down
n
they are worth. They are, that the Hon. In Remson, Oneida county, several buddings The spectators rushed to assist her—they to the 29th of May. Extracts follow
Ène-h^a
Edward Everett should be appointed by were blown down, and some other damage raised her up, but she was lifeless ! The
Official intelligence had reached England
son, for the first .time, shewed any sensibility of the capture of Bhurtpore on the 18th of
the Government of the College to deliver an sustained.
January last, hv
by the British
British,‘nn,u
under
—his tears flowed as in the periods of inno Januarv
w L
t om
. j
Address on the occasion, at the ensuing Com
cence, before guilt had frozen them. The Combermere, who, m
mencement, on their most illustrious son.
DISGUSTING.
in his despatch announannoun
A thick-lipped, hump-backed, bull-necked old man could hardly support the shock ; cing the conquest, says “
Th^t Judge Story should select his charac
« Ij cannot compute
ter as the theme of his Discourse before the he negro, accompanied by his white dulcinea, but he said to his .son,' “ See, you have.been the loss of the enemy at less than 44,000
Phi Beta Kappa Society. That the Clergy made application on Saturday last to the se v the death of your mother. Three weeks killed, and owing to the disposition of
men of the State should deliver appropriate eral clergymen and magistrates in this place, since I buried your brother—but while our cavalry, hardly "a man bearing arnis^escaK«asyttw<laj
discourses on the subject, on the 29th of Oc to be tied in the noose matrimonial. It is dyes were wet with tears for him, you com ped; consequently,
consequently,as
as by the surrender of
Baltimore,
tober, the day previous to his birth day. perhaps needless to add that they did not mitted the disgraceful. deed which has the town, all the stores, arms and ammuni
Cs0N,'’!'oeXF
And finally, that on his birth day, Oct. 30, succeed. The parties, accompanied by some brought on me .this calamity. I must now tion are in our possession, I may say, that the
I’Stes before on
Daniel Webster should pronounce his half dozen of their friends of both sexes pursue the rugged journey of life alone.”
whole military power of the Bhurtpore state
Eulogium in Faneuil Hall. As to his biog and all colors, paraded arm in arm, at broad
has been annihilated. The prisoners after
raphy, and the history of his life, it is the noon day, the whole length of the village,
having been disarmed, were set free.”
SUICIDE.
sacred duty of his Son—it is peculiarly his talking and chuckling, billing and cooing,
Louisa Harris, wife of Mr. Joseph Harris,
In the House of Lords on the 25th of Mav
province, which none should invade. No with as? much joy depicted on their counte of Hanover Society, Paris N. Y. aged about the Earl of Darnley, after alluding to what
one can do it so ably. His fathers’s charac nances, as if they were about to form the 50 years, put an end to her existence by passed on a previous evening, relative to the
ter and fame are dearer to him, if possible, most proper anct natural connection imag hanging heaself at mid-day,, on Thursday declared neutrality of France with respect ta
pnroach.an« F Tfc
than to the country ; and to vindicate it and inable,, and one, thé bare thought of which, week, m the garret of the house. A young the Greeks, stated that he believed that the
place it on its proper exaltation, should be causes the best feelings of the civilized world daughter of her’s discovered her first, but conduct of the French Government, as to the
left to him. All his father’s papers have to recoil with disgust. The girl, although she was so frightened that nothing was done war between the Greeks and Turks was of .
until'«*11';
been for years committed to him. This cir now sunk in the lowest depths of vice and in until a neighbour, being notified, cut her a piece with their conduct in regard to the
Atothe grave..>
liable tenor of a
cumstance sufficiently indicates his parent’s famy, is still white, and from what we can down ; when it was too-late to save life.
Slave Trade, as every day, ships and muni
Ptnntittee,^
wishes on that subject; and those wishes learn, has parents now living, who, though
tions of war were despatched from the ports
should be sacredly regarded.
Ib.
in indigent circumstances, are far above the
bay last,
On Sunday, the 2d, Mr. Baxter, of Utica, of France to the Pacha of Egypt, and under
Lh he lately add
outcasts, and variegated shreds and patches who, with his wife and daughter, was return the occasional convoy of French corvettes. In
|w-iork,wh°
There is a moral sublimity in contempla of society, with whom ’their daughter now ing from a voyage to England, was knocked allusion to the conduct of the French Gov',
ting the character, the life, and death of Jojhn , herds and burrows like the dumb brutes.
overboard from a boat, in passing one of the ernment in regard to the slaye trade, Lord.
?MrJefferson'VE
Schoharie JY. Y. Republican.
Adams, and its association with our liberties.
bridges below Little Falls ; and such was Liverpool stated, that he thought nothin?
It appears as though Providence, in summon
«3 and, thus,
the violence of his fall, that one or two of could be more abominable.
Uf eighty-three
ing him to his"rewards on the Jubilee, design
We are sorry to state that Mr. Thomas his ribs were fractured, his lungs wounded,
The
Trieste
Observer
says,
that
Ibrahim
Aw’dI(
ed to stamp his name in imperishable con Owen, a respectable merchant of Philadel and his body otherwise badly bruised. He
^continue respt
nection with the rise and completion of our phia, hung himself about 11 o’clock, on received medical attendance from that village leaving a small garrison in the ruins of MissoI career after
independence. No one hereafter can name Thursday morning in his ware-house on Ches during the day ; but an attempt being made longhi, and having given orders to take pos
constitution
the Fourth of July, none can henceforth cel nut-street, below Second. The discovery to convey him home on Monday, he died near session of the small island of Petala, had gone
Grable to his nai
ebrate that glorious anniversary of the epoch was made by a customer, who, on entering Mr. Delong’s in German Flats. He is repre to the Morea. The Turkish’fleet has left
flith regard to the
of liberty, without calling to mind, that. John the store, was told by the young man, who sented as a man of respectable appearance, a the vicinity of Missolonghi, and it is said to
Lary labors, the
have sailed to Napoli di Romani. It is also
Adams’ eloquence procured the unanimous was preparing to go out, that Mr. Owen had baker by profession, and aged about 64*.
said that a division of that fleet, consisting
,nts, the variety an
adoption of the Declaration of Independence just stepped up stairs. Thinking he staid
of two frigates, and two brigs,.attacked on the
tents, the suavity j
—that his firmness in resisting foreign in rather long the customer, after waiting a few
COLONEL
PLUCK.
16th of April the fleet of Miaulis, which sus
Land the mild1
trigues, sealed its acknowledgment by the minutes, ascended the stairs, and to his great
We
learn
from
the
Philadelphia
papers
tained
considerable
damage.
II pursuits, in
Court of G. B. on the most honorable terms consternation, found Mr. O. suspended by a
that
this
celebrated
military
chieftain,
the
in

Extract of a letter from Marseilles of the
—and that be rendered up his spirit while cord, with his head, on one side from the
jonsent to view hr
FUNERAL OF MR. ADAMS.
timate
friend
and
sagacious
pupil
of
Maj.
everal brilliant lig
On Friday last, the remains of the illustri his countrymen were celebrating the Jubilee tackling in the second story. It is not un Noah, is now under arrest, and is to be tried 16th of May : “ Two. brigs and a corvette
on? to them, cann<
ous and venerable John Adams were inter of Liberty. Every thing that relates to his likely that he broke his neck by jumping by a Court Martial, to-morrow, for unofficer which have been constructed here for the
^consideration,1
red at Quincy, with tokens of profound re life will be precious to his countrymen, but from a chair which stood hard by, as, though like conduct. The charges and specifications Pacha of Egypt, are to leave this port in
tufliulated on his h
eight or ten days at latest, under convoy of >
nothing will be dearer than the events of its but a few minutes elapsed till he was cut
spect, affection and veneration.
against
him
are
numerous.
The
Colonel
end was hastened t
French corvettes.”
The deceased having expressed a wish, in closing scene. When he was aroused by the down, all the efforts to resuscitate him proved
has abandoned his ostlership and has taken
have averted, or at
•which his relatives joined, that his funeral rejoicings of his townsmen, from the sleep in ineffectual.
The sum of £100,000 had been collected in
to
stone
hammering,
preparatory,
as
we
sup

could enjoy the boi
Mr. O. was aged between thirty-five and
should be unattended by any extraordinary which he reposed for the principal part of
¿London towards the relief of the prevailing’
pose,
to
a
tedious
campaign.
.
• The New York1
pomp and parade, there was no splendid mil the day, when conscious that his life was at forty years, and has lelt a wife and two chil
distress.
Saturday, speakini
itary escort or other imposing spectacle cal its lowest ebb, he was asked if the discharge dren. He was a native of England, and an
It was expected that Parliament would be
BUFFALO,
JUNE
27.
hams and Jeffersc
culated to draw together an immense assem of cannon did not disturb him, he answered importer of British Goods.-—He had lately
The steam brig Superior, Sherman, arri prorogued on the 1st of June, to which day the■ [a remfirkable c
blage—yet such was the deep interest felt in “ Oh no ! every discharge will add five min met with some heavy losses ; but it was not
House of Commons had adjourned.
ved
here
on
Sunday
evening
from
Detroit,
Divine Providence
the decease of this truly great man, and the utes to my existence.” His townsmen sent understood that his affairs were embarrassed.
A London ministerial paper says that Mr.
. spirits of these gre
desire to offer the last tribute of sincere re to him for a toast. He was then so low that He had, however, been observed to be very with 170 passengers. The number of stran
Stuart
Wortly
(one
of
the
three
members
of
gers
which
arrived
in
our
village
by
different
led at the same alt
spect to his remains, that no artificial attrac he could but just articulate—he however desponding, and suffering under a lowness of
Parliament recently in this country) is to be
ame patriotic ferv
tions could have increased the number ol made out to utter a sentiment, which he spirits which probably the physician’s would conveyances in the course of Sunday, exceedcalled
to
tfie
House
of
Peers
by
the
title
of
en
four
hundred.
their bright caree:
citizens which thronged from every quarter wished to be considered his last by his coun have considered a diseased state of mind.
Lord
Wantley.
subsequently beer
trymen-—“ INDEPENDENCE FOREV
Philad. Gaz.
’.to attend the funeral.
¡vents lor a series i
Letters received in London from the com
The Procession was formed at the rural ER.” This was drank by his townsmen aP
ost Offices.—There are in the United
death, and travel
mansion of the deceased, about 4 o’clock. A bout twenty minutes before he expired. The
Freshets,—At Richmond the water was States 6000 post offices, and 308 distinct mail mercial cities of the continent were more fa*
of eternity togeth
corps of Artillery stationed on an adjacent day had been uncommonly clear and warm— from six to seven feet over the wharves, ma routes ; the mail travels over an extent of. vorable, and represented trade as improving.,
height, fired minute guns, from the time ap about the time of his death a cloud arose, a ny of which were destroyed or seriously in 95,930 miles.
Capt. Bennett informs, that he was boarded
AC
pointed for the procession to move until the grateful shower descended and cooled the jured. Along the river, wheat, cut and in
in long. 10, by the Russian frigate Enter
conclusion of the solemnities. The citizens earth and air, the thunder pealed, and vivid stacks, had been washed off and was floating
< A citizen of Go
prize, Captain Kotzebue, from a voyage of
Mr.
Gerard
Hallock
has
retired
from
the
of Quincy met in the Town Hall, were or lightning blazed through the heavens. It down in immense quantities.—At Frederfell from the tone
editorial chair of the Recorder and Tele discovery, bound into Portsmouth.
ganized and joined the procession at the man will require no great stretch of imagination to town, fences and grain were swept off and
which ran over
The State Papei* Office has recently dis*
graph,
and
sold
his
interest
in
the
establish

was not thought r
sion house, when the whole moved towards suppose it the voice of heaven summoning horses were seen floating in the Monococy.—
• closed further literary and historical treas
ment
to
Rev.
Asa
Rand,
who
is
the
editor
the Congregational meeting house, (in which him on high, and a chariot of fire wafting his A feny-boat, containing pine persons, a horse
nutate them. He
ures. By mere accident, a large mass of man
and
joint
proprietor.
onthetwoprecee
the deceased had regularly attended worship, freed spirit to the mansions of happiness ; ,and cart, &c. was sunk at Baltimore during
uscripts were discovered, which contain an
until the infirmities of age prevented) con and that the radiant bow which then spanned the Freshet, iortun^cely the persons were
led to the accid
interesting account of the' public and private
We
understand
that
Harvy
Tinkham
of
ducted by marshals appointed by the citizens the clouds, declared that his peace was made all saved.—Apprehensions that the rain
Mount, Penn.bac
life of Milton. These papers were seized
Middleborough
took
green
corn
fit
for
boiling
on
high
;
and
that
the
new
covenant
of
lib

tlivity of 15 or 20
of Quincy in the following order
would injure the cut grain were entertained
from his garden on the 5th inst ; and that he on during the reign of Charles the Second,
erty
which
he
had
signed,
should
endure
un

fiage was separal
at Wilmington, Del.—At Fredericksburg, gathered on thè sarde dày~wéll ripened ap and have remained unexplored in the State
Marshal.
til
the
whole
earth
should
feel
its
millenial
bat providentialb
Va. the two beautiful bridges have been car
Citizens of Quincy.
Paper Office until now. A new Life of Mil
ples.
Plymouth fia.
influence.
Ih.
bwere injured.ried away and mill-dams, in the neighbor
Undertaker.
ton, written by the editor of the Variorum
vas killed at Am
hood destroyed.
N. Y. Gaz.
Rev. Mr. Whitney.
Edition of his Poems, is now in the press; it
ANOTHER BANK FAILURE.
by the careless d
From the Ufiland (Pa.) Union, June 13'.
The New-York papers of Friday morning will embrace all the hitherto unknown facts
THE COBPSE,
At a Circuit Court held in and for the
which are most curious, that have resulted
inform
us
of
the
failure
of
the
Jersey
Bank
:
The Wanderin
supported by Gov. Lincoln, Lieut. Gov. Win
county of Jefferson, before Nathan Williams,
IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.
from 50,000 to 160,000 dollars of its bills are from this discovery. These manuscripts
Requested to noti
throp, President Kirkland, Judge Story,
Air. Aaron Hannum, a respectable citizen Esq. Circuit Judge, on the 19th ult. came on in circulation—principally in the hands of la seem to have been the property of Milton’s
Bering
female w
Judge Davis, and Hon. Mr. Greenleaf, as of this county, has discovered a sovereign the trial of Charlotte Fisk vs. Henry Wyman,
widow.
Bos. Gaz.
borers.
•alluded to in this
Pall Bearers.
remedy for the expulsion of worms from for a breach of the marriage contract. The
Male Relatives.
tend isa most dej
children—the remedy is simple and one that testimony disclosed a scene of the most delib
FROM CALCUTTA.
FRUIT TREES.
cwnmisseration.
Members of Honorable Council.
cafi'be obtained at all seasons of the year. erate seduction and cold hearted depravity
Capt Webb, who arrived yesterday, in
The
Worcester
Yeoman
mentions
that
du

Ihrewbury, and
Senators.
The following are the particulars as related that ever disgraced the human character. ring the present season, a singular, and it is forms that the Peace between the Burmese
tin, as heretofon
Speaker and Members of the House of Rep- to us. He says, while several of his children After receiving the charge from the Court,
to be feared a very deleterious disease has and English had been broken by the former,,
derstand, that si
. resentatives.
were going to their grandmother’s in April the jury retired for a short time and returned made its appearance among the fruit trees in who had only acceded to it, it appears, to
som, Herkimer <
Secretary and Treasurer.
last, on- .a visit, they for amusement took a verdict for the plaintiff for $3000 damages,
gain time to recruit, &c. The war continued,
and sister by the
Hon. Messrs. LldYd, Silsbee, Webster, from the leaves or twigs of the cedar trees, the full amount claimed in the declaration. gthat town, particularly the pear and apple at the last dates, and the British had gained
Trees. The cause of the disease is not under
Crowninshieid, Bailey, and Everett.
and an uncle Lei
what is generally called the cedar apple or
some
advantages.
lb.
in stature and sn
Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council of knot. One of them who had always been very
At New-York, on the receipt of the infor stood.
affair mole on h
Boston.
niuch afflicted with worms since the age of two mation of the Death of Mr. Adams and Mr.
FR OM MOJVTE t^IDEO.
Blackstone Canal.—We learn from the
wher ear, and
City Auditor, Clerk and Marshall
years, (now between six and seven) and ev Jefferson, the Courts adjourned—the post same paper that the section of this Canal
The brig Rio, Ropes, arrived at this port
fyears of age.
Professors
ery thing had been done for it in the power of poned Fireworks, of the 4th of July which through Worcester is under contract, and yesterday afternoon, in 49 days from Monic- =
; If this distres:
and other officers of the University..
a skilful physician for their expulsion, but were about to be exhibited, were abandoned between forty and fifty meiUiave commenced video, Mr. Newman, a passenger, informs^
^relations in exis
Members of the Cincinnati.
all to no effect, it was in a very delicate state —and it was proposed for the citizens to operations.
that while he was at M. he received a letter
Bos. Gaz.
pits notice will i
Clergy of a large number of towns.
of health, eat several of the apple?—the con wear crape.
from
an
Intelligent
American,
dated
17
th
.seek and take ci
UnitedStates Navy and Army Officers.
sequence was, that several worms were ex
May,
of
which
the
following
is
an
extract:
—
From actual examination of the subject, it
who are willing
Militia Officers.
HARVEST.
pelled from her—the remedy was again ad
“
Early
in
April
theU.
S.
ship
Cyane,
J.
test humanity, w
United States Civil Officers.
On the. high grounds in Virginia the Wheat is said that in the United States there are 102 D. Elliot. Esq. commander, arrived at B.
ministered, and in twelve hours three hun
¡article in their
canals made, making, and projected.
Strangers.
dred and upwards came from her. Mr. H. and Corn Harvest is excellent in quantity
Ayres from Rio Janeiro, where an intima
She U. States.
Citizens of the towns in the vicinity of to be satisfied of its efficacy, gave the apples and quality. Some Corn has already been
tion
was
given
before
sailing
that
she
would
Mr. Thomfson9» vessels.—Another unsuc
Quincy.
to five of his children, who were all in good brought to market, along with a few Water
not
be*permitted
to
pass
the
blockading
cessful attempt has been made by the Mar
Twelve mourning coaches, with female Rel health—it had the same effect as upon the melons.
shal of Philadelphia, to dispose of the ships squadron. Accordingly upon approaching
atives closed the Procession.
SB
first.—He also eat several of the apples him
them off the Ortiz Bank, in the Bay of La
Addison and Woodrup Sims.
s<
The procession of citizens on foot extended self, and the effect was the same. Thus
| There is a re
FRESHET.
Plate, five of the squadron, consistmg of the
to a great length^and the number of carriages through the medium of mere chance, perhaps
The late Freshet in James River Virginia
monster was s<
Maria de Gloria, of 32 guns, three corvettes,
of every description which followed the pro one of the best remedies and the most simple was destructive—From 80 to 100 yards of
Ajnongst the causes tried at the late ses
past; It is now
and a brig, got under way, and took positions
cession was immense., . Wlien the front has been discovered. Mr. H. makes the a- Trent’s Bridge were carried away. In the sion of the circuit court in the county of On
Uve, since he 1
—the Maria de Gloria on the larboard quar
reached the ;;.meeting-h^use> the citizens^ of bove public with a view to benefit his fellow upper Districts, Mills and Dams, Wheat tario, N. Y. was an action brought against the
ter,
and
the
three
corvettes
in
a
line
ahead,
Quincy opened their rim^s, while the rela citizens^ an act in our opinion truly praise and Corn on the lew grounds, and Trees, guardian of an apprentice, by the master,
“Capt.Sarg«
1 w1
tives, public functionaries, distinguished citi worthy and magnanimous. He recommends Timber and Fences, Wer e swept away—and for a breach of the indentures by the appren and the brig on the starboard bow. The Cy
Gloucester, ...I.
wh
ane
was
then
prementorily
hailed
and
order

zens- and strangers entered the church, the to those who feel disposed to try the experi the Tobacco injured. From the Roanoke tice absconding and absenting himself more
¡day,informs us
ed to send her boat on board, to which Capt.
six miles fronc
pulpit and galleries of which were dressed in ment, that the apples should be eaten nine and Dan accounts aré more encouraging.
than two years.—The master recovered 276
E. replied, that he never would send a boat,
mourning. The corpse was placed upon the mornings in succession, fasting—if dry to be
dollars damages.
Plumb Isl
but
he
would
receive
a
boat.
During
all
this
Wmhadacleai
altar, in front of the pulpit. The house was pounded fine, and taken in molasses—or eat
An EXPLOSION occurred on Thursday
time
all
hands
were
at
quarters
on
board
th£
tic monster—tl
full, and a much larger number remained them just as they come off' the tree. At this morning at Nitre Hall, Delaware County,
A rich lawyer has been committed to pris Cyane, the matches lit, and the guns double
feet in length, i
outside, unable to enter it. The services season of the year, the apples or knots are to Penn, whereby considerable injury was done on at N. Orleans for contempt of court.
shotted,
and
the
Brazilians
were
plainly
seea
that his head w
commenced with the performance by the be found in great abundance on the cedar to the works, and one man was killed. He
at
quarters
also.
A
boat
was
sent
to
the
Cj
r
ingblack colorchoir of the solemn Funeral Anthem, “ I trees.
A Court Martial is sitting at Washington ane, the officers of which informed Capt. El
was an Irishman, who, finding his moderate
heard a voice from heaveniFc. An im
»protuberances,
expectation fa-lfilled; had sent for his wife for the trial of Lt. Smyth, of the Marine liot that B. Ayres was blockaded, and that
pressive prayer was offered by the Rev. Mr.
represented —t
.From the Herkimer American. ' and infant child, and they had arrived in the Corps—[The N. Y. Gaz. says it is for killing permission would not be given him to pro
I’ticeofhis amas
Whitney, pastor of the society—a hymn, ad
country but ten days before the accident oc Lt. Bourne, in a duel.]
ceed
farther.
—
Capt.
Elliot
gave
them
to
un

TERRIBLE
HURRICANE.
|
was sporting ir
apted to the solemn occasion, was then sung—
curred. The force of the gunpowder was
derstand that he was determined to proceed
lnginthe pleas
when the Rev. Mr. Whitney delivered a dis
On the 27th of May, the town of Russia, such, that both his arms were torn off, and
The Philadelphia National Gazette says— to Buenos Ayres, and that he would allow
I oi our national
course, from the following strikingly appropri N.Y. was visited by a terrible hurricane. his body otherwise so horribly mangled that “We had in this city a most tranquil Fourth
their commander thirty minutes to decide
ate text: “ He died in a good old age^fi'ull of We have received the following account of it few of his original features remained.
| ^as rapid, he 1
of July—so tranquil as to border on dullness whether he would use force or not; but that
years and full ofhonors')’ I. Chron. xix, 28. from a respectable citizen of that town who
chip’s bow wl
and the appearance of apathy.” The day was he (Capt. Elliot) was determined to proceed.
! fusing ahea\
The Preacher gave a brief sketch of the life writes to us that “ the one half has not been
At New-York, Maj. Noah has commen equally spiritless in Baltimore.
At
the
expiration
of
thirty
minutes
they
and public services of President Adams ; eu told.”
efes were lave
ced a new paper, called the Enquirer. He
were hailed from the Cyane to know’ their
P'ents altoget^
logized his great tal&nts and distinguished
About 6 o’clock, P. M. the clouds in the adheres to one part of the Democratic Re
L
ynn Celebration.—The Lynn Mirror determination, when they inquired if they
^habitant oft]
literary acquirements, his moral and Chris north west had a very unusual appearance, publicans, and makes heavy charges against
Woronehur
tian virtues, and social qualities ; which ren attended by sharp lightning and heavy thun the other—and the latter retorts charges a- states that the 4th of July was ushered in by could have a letter that was on board the
the
merry
peal
of
the
bakers
’
bells,
the
ring

Cyane
for
the
Admiral,
They
were
inform

Mier, and $
dered him, he justly remarked, art example der. Soon after it began to rain in torrents, gainst him and his friends. These recipro
ed that they could have it if their boat would
ing
of
lapstones,
See.
&c.
Slhe is a
for all who aim to become eminent in life, which was succeeded by hailpf the enormous cations cannot increase the general confidence
come
for
it.
A
boat
accordingly
put
off,
but
Wness•; ha
and to pejform their duty to> God and their size of an inch and a quarter in diameter, in the wisdom and goodness of the Party.
seeing
the
Maria
de
Gloria
still
kept
her
distance of i
’•fellow then. The discourse was concluded by during which the wind blew most violently.
At the Providence celebration there were way, and appeared to be manoeuvering to ob
such reflections as the preacher deemed suit After the storm had continued about fifteen
collected a band of one hundred and six sur- tain the weather gage ; the way was kept on
t0 give
PELICANS.
'inch have b
able to the solemn and interesting occasion. minutes the wind shifted from a south east to
On Sunday evening last, the little point of viviving heroes of the revolution, belonging by the Cyane and the same position retained
^keship.”
The services were closed by prayer, and the a ndrth west direction, and the storm increas the Peninsula was visited with eight of these to R. Island and Massachusetts; among them
performance of the beautiful Anthem,, des ed, revelling fences and trees, and tumbling birds. Mr. Greenwood, of the United States’ was an old drummer, who beat the same drum as at first. The Brazilian seeing that he
could
not
obtain
the
advantage,
backed
his
criptive of the “ Dying Christian”—u Fitaf buildings to tire ground. The house in which works, killed seven of them at one shot, and he used fifty years before in the army.
Capt. peter
maintopsail, when the maintcpsail of the Cyr
sfiark of Heavenly flamef* iffc. This was I lived,,and another two rods distant, and a the other escaped.,—These are the first, we
7 Boston ft
ane
was
also
backed,
the
boat
permitted
to
sung with impressive effect. The body was barn six rods distant (all log buildings) were believe, that-have ever been seen in this part
'e Wthinst.
In one of his speeches, Mr. Randolph says,
•tlien borne to the burial ground, and deposi- instantly unroofed. Boards, shingles, rafters, of the world. The largest measured about alluding to Mr. Adams, “ That moment I come up, and the Cyane continued on her
an,
way
without
farther
molestation.
All
this,
ted in the family tomb.
and even logs,, were hurled some rods in eight feet from one end of the wing to^the put, like Hannibal, my hand on the Altar, timefthe Admirakwith the rest of the fleet
Wrpent i
red dreadful contusion.—The door of the house other; and about four feet from the toe to and swear eternal enimity against him and
nW,
with
it
was anchored 7 or 8 miles to the leeward.”
at
os- i,n which I lived, burst in, the chamber floor the tip of the bill.
Opposed it
Eric Gazette.
his, politically.
The letter also states that Admiral Lobb:

ident of the United States'. Filing been the
principal draftsmen of the
onstitution of
this state, when the Convention was. called
to amend it in 1820, he was unanimously elected their President. On his declining this
honor, unanimous resolutions were passed by
this great assembly of five hundred, selected
from all parties, expressive of their exalted
sense of his merits and public services^
The private character of President Adams
was perfectly pure, unsullied and unstained.
There was no Christian cr moral duty which
he did not fulfil; the kindest of husbands and
the best of fathers. To the excellent pre
cepts and education which he gave his chil
dren, the nation are undoubtedly indebted
for having at this time at their head his eld
est son.
President Adams was serene and tranquil to
the last. Conscious of having performed his
duty, and of a life well spent and devoted to
his country, the blasts of calumny which as
sailed liis declining years never ruffled the
serenity of his mind. He regarded them as
little as the troubled elements, for he knew
that like them they would soon subside, and
that then, every thing would be like his own
bosom,-peace and sunshine. .To say that he
had weak points and foibles, is but to say that
he was a man. But his defects were those of a
bold and daring spirit, an open, generous and
confiding heart. He knew no guile and he
feared none. Having no selfish purposes to
answer, he practiced no arts to effect them.
At the age of ninety, at the completion of a
half century from the commencement of that
. revolution he had been so instrumental in ef
fecting, he sunk by gradual decay into the
arms of death. He lived to see his country’s
liberties placed on a firm and immoveable
basis, and the light of liberty which she dif
fused enlightning the who!« earth.. On the
Jubilee of Independence, his declining facul
ties were aroused by the rejoicings in the me
tropolis. He inquired the cause of the sa
lutes, and was told it was the fourth of July.
He answered, “ it is a great and glorious
day.” He never spake more. Thus his last
thoughts and his latest words were like those
of his whole life, thoughts and words which
evinced a soul replete with love of country
and interest in her welfare.
Essex Register.

F
ÚúXm'uX^!&

¡jbeen superceded. The writer looks upthe blockade as a mere farce—several
Ling succeeded in passing the squadron.
Las reported that a large squadron, pur
ged in Chili, by the Buenos Ayrean gbvjunent, had sailed from Valparaiso for the
j’plata, under Adm. Guise.
Th.

of a half barrel ; it was tlaen steering North,
Drowned, from on board sch. Photon, on
Probably bound to Nahant. Its progress her passage from New-York to Saco, a young
th rough’the water judged to be about 4 miles man by the name of Furman, (a passenger)
per hour.
Ballad.
belonging to New-York. It is supposed that
J^TOTICÈ is,hereby given, that agreeable
JUST RECEIVED BY
the deceased jumped overboard in a fit of in
to the annexed copy of ah Act passed
STAGE ACCIDENT.
sanity, as he had been in a low; state of health
at the last session ot Congress, extending the
On the 2d inst. as an extra carriage, which for some time past.
tune
allowed
for the redemption of land’ sold
l^THICH he offers for sale very cheap,
accompained the mail stage from Boston for
ot June, \y'‘.ce5fwu
* »
for Gash, Country Produce, or ap rL - tt0.1 Taxeá’ and purchased on behalf
the
accommodation
of
passengers,
was
pass

ANOTHER PATRIOT!—THOMAS
of the United States, under the several Acts
proved credit,
tyFERSON IS NO MORE!
defiart- ing through Hampton, N. H. the driver was
Black, Blue, Olive and Claret colr’d Broad passed, the 2d day of August, .1813, the 9th
precipitated
from
his
seat
by
the
breaking
of
iihis life on the 4t7? izist. at ten minutes beJ81-5’ and the áth day
cloths;
*
rre one o’clock, aged eighty-three years and one of the straps, and was obliged ‘W relin
March, 1816, for laying and collecting a‘Di
Black,
Blue,
Drab
and
Fawn
colr
’
d
Cassiquish
his
hold
on
the
reins,
at
which
the
hors

months.
rect l ax within the United States ; for the
meres ;
es took fright and started into a smart run.
term of two years from the end of the
from the Philadelphia National Gazette. This carriage was at this time about half a SZiSP á
Swiss
plain
and
figr
’
d
Muslins
;
ys “Icamot\ ,no“«- ■ «The Southern mail of this day brings an
last Session of Congress, which adjourn
mile
in
the
rear
of
the
mail
stage
which
was
Jackonet,
Imitation
and
Mull
Muslins
;
ny at less 1
ed the.. 22d May, 1826, that all property
¡ticle of intelligence, which must produce a soon overtaken, against which the horses of
Lace, Gauze and Feather edged Ribbonds ; sold agreeable to and by virtue .Of said Direct
trong sensation throughout our Union, and the extra carriage were brought up with such
Colr
’
d
and
black
belt
Ribbonds
;
X'>ttke
i axes and purchased on behalf of the United
[bereever the history of American freedom violence that one of thè leaders had his leg
KENNEBUNK, JULY 15.
Newest style Chords;
;S bX the sS /«aStates, may be redeemed agreeable to said
¡known and cherished. Authentic infor- fractured in such a manner, that an immedi
First quality Black Silk Cravats ; Stocks ; act by applying to the .subScriber in' South
s-s-ams ahSdei'»f
Ltion was yesterday received by the post- ate end was put to his misery. The tongue
ENTERED.
All colr’d Gauzes, Parasols, Umbrellas ;
Berwick, previous to the expiration of the
naster in Baltimore, of the death of Thomas of the carriage was forced against the bag
July 10—-Brig Leo, Morrill, St. Vincent, Borage Hdkf’s. very cheap.
time allowed therefor.
.
¡efferson, who expired, at Monticello, at gage on the forward stage, and broken in pie
The Phlfe
with 85 Puncheons Rum to Eliph. Perkins Ladies* Bolivar Leghorn Bonnets, from $2
Q
n
. . JOSIAH W. SEAVER; .
en minutes before one o’clock, on the Fourth ces after having pierced some of the trunks. Esq.
South Berwick, July 14th 1826.
> were set free? er
to g4 each.
jjuly, within the same hour at which the 'There were six passengers, who providen
12—-Brig Cadmus, Perkins, Baltimore, with American and London Prints ;
ifte°rnXdhh“f%'[: declaration of Independence was promulged tially escaped with their lives, although some Flour and Dye Wood, to do.
AN ACT to extend the time allowed for the •
Derry’s colrid Cambiicks ; Vestings ;
X"s-"la‘'ve\’fe I n the Hall of Congress, fifty years ago. His of them were materially injured by leaping
13— Brig Ferox, Lord, Boston.
redemption of lands sold for direct taxes in
Chippas; colr’d and white Valencia Scarfs;
iemise was expected for three or four days out.
Ros. Pat.
certain cases.
’
MEMORANDA.
¡efore it took place ;—he was sensible of its
Spool, Sewing and Floss Cotton ;
Saco, July 4—Ar. sch. Abigail, Sawyer
Be it énâçted by the Senate and House of
¡pproach, and prescribed the mode of his
from N. York ; 5th, sch. Ossipee, Young Boxes Cotton Balls;
On
Monday
last,
two
horses
in
a
loaded
Representatives of the United States of Agovernment J ?!
,ivn interment. That .his faculties, his senCotton, Silk and Flag Hdkf’s.; Gloves ;
menea in Congress assembled, That the timé
iments, his aspirations, remained in vigor, wagon were descending Winthrop hill to from do.; 10th, schs. Ädno, Leavitt, Rich Cambiet Buttons ;
mond;
Phoenix,
Baker,
New
York.
__
10th
the
west
of
this
village,
when
the
poll
allowed for the redemption of lands which
iduct in reJ?r¥as°i fl itleast until within a short time before he
Brown Dr illing and Cassinetts, for gentle have been, or may be, sold, for the non-pay
sailed,
schs.
Abigail,
Leavitt:,
N.
York
;
Sal

by
which
they
held
back
gave
way
and
ell into the grave, is evidenced .by the re
day, shU
men’s wear ;
ment of taxes under thé several Acts passed
iafcWmX^N markable tenor of his reply to the Washing the wagon struck against the horses, which ly, Tarbox, Boston ; Sloop Enterprize. GillCambrick Dimoty ;
on the second of August, one thousand eight
ton committee, which we published on VVed- became unmanageable, and ran with great patrick, N. York.
hundred and thirteen, the ninth day of Janu««Bite' i jesday last, and the beautiful letter of thanks violence down the hill until near the bot
Portsmouth, July 10—Ar. sloop Leop Black and Green French Crapes;
shich he lately addressed to the gentlemen tom, where the wagon struck against a yoke ard, Taber from St. Mary’s; Seaflower, Green and Drab colr’d Jaconet Cambricks ar)> ?!ie lhroasand eigdt hundred and fifteen,
and the fifth day of March, one thousand
and Muslins for Bonnets;
¿New-York, who transmitted to him the of oxen, crossing the street with a cart. The Jjisbee, fr. Taunton; 11th, ar. sloop William,
shock was so great as to overturn the wag Pray, Hallowell; sch. Good Intent. Howes, Tabby Velvets, Burkley Cravats ;
eight hundred and sixteen, for laying and col
Canal medal.
lecting a direct tax, within the United States,
’ .A hite Jaconet do.;
“ Mr. Jefferson was born on the 2d of April, on, and the driver, who had till then with New-York.
1743, and, thus, had reached the venerable great presence of mind retained his seat,
Newburyport, July 7-Ar. sch. Echo, Ladies’ white, black, Silk, worsted and Cot so tar as the same have been purchasedribr,
or on behalf of the United States, be revi ved,
Igeof eighty-three years, three months and jumped from it without sustaining any mate Dunnels, York, wood; 9th, sch. Fox, Little
ton Hose;
and be extended for the further term of twd
two days. A wide diversity of opinion may rial injury. Both of the horses were severe- field, York, do.; 10th, ship Delta, Clarkson, Black Levantines;
years, from and after the expiration of the
long continue respecting the quality of his ly bruised, one of them falling nearly under Liverpool, via Boston.
Sarsnet and Synchaw Silks ;
present Session of Congress : Provided, also;
public career after the establishment of our the wagon; and one.of the oxen was so shock
White and Black Silk Lace;
1 hat, on such redemption, interest shall.be
jresent constitution ; but an unanimity,-most ingly injured as to render it necessary to kill
Ar. in Hampton Roads 26th ult. ship Ea- Bobbinett do. for Veils;
Hal. Gaz.
paid at the rate of twenty per centum [pef*
jonorable to his name, must always prevail him immediately.
gty, Nowell, of this port, from Havre, 40, Black, white, and Green Gauze Veils ;
annum] on the taxes aforesaid, and on the ad
with regard to the excellence of his revolu
River 27?hSSenSerS’
proceeded UP James Spangled and Feather Fans; Cotton Laces; ditions of twenty per centum chargeable
tionary labors, the pre-eminence of his tal
Arrived-at Albany, on the 4th and 5th of
Pressed Crapes ;
thereon ; and the right of redemption shall
ents, the variety and dignity of his acquire July sixty-Jive boats, laden with beef, pork,
Ar. at Providence, 8th, Delight-in-Peace,
^rhs'*ich* : ments, the suavity and refinement of his man ashes, wheat, flour, whiskey, lumber, rye’, Bath ; Hope & Phebe, and Ossipee, Saco; Ladies’ Black Gauze Hdkf’s.; Cap Wire; enure as well to the heirs and assignees of the
Hooks
and
Eyes
;
Wreaths.
land so purchased on behalf of the United
ners, and the mild lustre of his last years and oats, corn, pig iron. Cleared, Seventy Jive Dorcas, Hawes, do.
States, as to the original owners thereof.
"om Marseilles of ,-tu ?. final pursuits. The regrets of all who will boats, laden with merchandise, $cc. for the Richmond
N°rfolk’ July 3d> ship Eabde,
JOHN W. TAYLOR,
Gazette.
E’igs and a corvette ? consent to view his life and character, in the west and north.
Domestic Shirtings and Sheetings ;
Sp.eaker of the House of Representatives
structed here for the 1« several brilliant lights which undeniably be
Cleared at New-Orleans, 22d ult. ship
Cotton Yarn ; Knitting Cotton ;
„ L c- CALHOUN,
Constitution, Ward, Providence.
THE WHITE HILLS.
3^6 thisportin, I long to them, cannot fail to.be aggravated by
Vice President ofthe United States and PrèsIn Hampton Roads, 28th ult. brig Eunice, Ginghams; Checks; Ticking;
During the recent heavy rain storm, a large
test, under convoy of. j j the consideration, that domestic sorrows ac
ident of the Senate.
Cotton Batting; Satinetts.
cumulated on his hoary head, and that his
mass of stone and gravel was disloged from Stevenson, Saco.
Approved, 16th May, 1826.
end was hastened by what his country might
Clyde’ May 25th> brig Elba, fr.
I had been collected in 7 (have averted, or at least relieved while he one of these mountains and almost destroyed
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS,
the road through them, commonly called the Mobile; Eyder, Merrill, of this port, from
lief of the prevailing.ip ¡.could enjoy the bounty and its motive.
Patent and Box Coffee Mills;
“ Notch.” The expense required to remove New-Orleans.
The New York Commercial Advertiser, of
A^ at Cowes, May 23d, ship Sarah Thorn Japanned Latches ;
t Parliament would be i ‘ Saturday, speaking of the demise of Messrs. the stone so as to make the Notch again pass ton Storer, of Saco, Virginia and Bermuda, Green and White Spectacles suited to
able, will be very considerable.
all
June.towhichdaythp L 1 Adams and Jefferson, says—“ The coincidence
and sailed again on the 28th, for Bremen.
ages.
YORK, ss.—June 29th, 1826.
A*. H Republican.
in a remarkable one. It seems as though
u adjourned.
The brig Herschel, Perkins, from Matan- Double and Single Bladed Knives; Scissors; f|TAKtyN by virtue of an Execution, and
zas,
ar.
at
Trieste,
6th
May.
1 paper says that Mr. L Divine Providence had determined that the
Sheers; Shaving Brushes; Bonnet Paper ;
be sold at Public Auction at the i
OH IO.—It is estimated that the annual
No American vessels at Curacoa, June 22. bhoe Hammers;
the three members of r spirits of these great men, which were kind- harvest of grain of all descriptions in Ohio is
store of Andrew Haley, in Shapleigh, in said
this country) isto fee . C iled at the same altar, and glowed with the more than 50 millions of bushels—it is calcu None at Guayama 24th June.
county on the third day of August next„2
Large and small Knives and Forks ;
Peers by the title of |! ¡same patriotic fervour, when they commenced lated that 125 miles of the Ohio canals will be n/Ehe brig Mars, Wise, of this port, cld. at
two o clock in the afternoon, all the riKht ik
!their bright career of glory, but which had
Ornamented Snuff Boxes ; Mixed Pins ;
Phila. 7th inst. for Londonderry.
equity which JAMES L1NSCOT, of saM
Bundle Pins ; Curry Combs ; Quills ;
subsequently been estranged by political p- completed early in the summer of 1827.
jondon from the comventsior a series of years, should be united in The extent of both canals is 370 miles.—One
Awl Hafts; Brace Cutters; Nail Gimlets; Shapleigh, has in redeeming the followWc
vessels spoken.
'
described real estate situated in said Shatf
ntinent were more fa-"
death, and travel into the unknown regions will extend from Cleveland on lake Erie to
oOth ult. lat. 37, Ion. 74|, brig Gov. Parris, Large and small Shoe Knives ; Handsaws ; leigh, viz. bounded northerly by land of WiL ■
the Ohio river; the other from Cincinnati to
id trade as improving.
kf eternity together!”
Rattail, half round, 12 in. half round and flat
Perkins,
of
Saco,
fr.
New-York,
for
Norfolk.
liam Linscot, westerly by the range line
Dayton on the Great Miami.
s, that he was boarded
Files;
1st ult. off the Lizard, brig York, Lord, 40
southerly by Joseph Lins cot’s land, and eis- ,
assian* frigate EnterACCIDENTS.
Chest Locks; Screws; Horse Rasps ;
days from Havana, for Amsterdam.
terly by the road leading from Said stor£ to
A
writer
in
the
New-York
Advocate
says,
□e, from a voyage of
A citizen of Gorham, Me. on the 4th inst.
inst. Cape Cod N, W. 14 leagues, brig Sand Paper ; Calf Skin Pocket Books ;
Twombly’s Mill, with allthe buildings there
’ortsmouth.
fell from the tongue of his cart the wheels of on a late sudden rain he stepped, for shelter, Maine, Townsend, of and from Kennebunk Sorted Plane Irons 1 7-8 to 2 1-2 in.;
on—The same being subject to a mortgage
into
a
public
house,
and
was
grieved
to
see,
which ran over and broke both his legs ; it
Rce has recently dis
for Hampton Roads.
Brass Knobs ; Joiners side and fold Rules; to Otis Pugsly; said right in equity having
was not thought necessary however, to am at the bar, four lads, about 16 years of age
and historical;treasTrunk
Locks
;
Wrought
Tacks
;
been attached on the original writ
putate them. He had been deprived of sjeep each with a glass of grog before him and a
t, a lar^e mass of iw
Steel Tongued Squares, 4 1-2, 6, and 9 ia.
SAMUEL TKAFrON, D. Sherirf.
on
the
two
proceeding
nights,
which
probably
c
ci
!5
gar
a
r
in
m
bty
his
m
mouth
!
Such
distressing
specta?d, winch contain
JWy 8.
^hread Escutcheons ; Brass Buttons ;
led
to
the
accident.
—
A
coachman
at
Fair
ci
—
es
he
thinks
------j
common,
and
asks,
“
what
is
he public and private
Commode Knobs; Sewing Awls;
Mount, Penn, backed his horses down a de society coming to ?” The drunkards will be
i papers were seized
N on Execution, and to Cast Steel Tacks ; Sorted Butts ;
clivity of 15 or 20 feet; the body of the car the poor slaves of the sober.—Bost. Pallyd. York ss. ^T^aE.EN
Charles the Second,
c
keloid
be sold
at at
Public
Public
Auction
Auction Cast Steel Chisels; Inkstands ;
riage was separated, and rolled into the river,
exploredin the State
on Saturday the fifth day of August next, at Gilt Framed Looking Glasses; Brads;
but providentially neither coachman nor hors. A new Life of MilAKEN in Execution in favor of Joseplr
two
of
the
clock
in
the
afternoon,
at
the
store 14 in. Saws ; Superfine Needles ;
es were injured.—A man named Hazeltine
itor of the Variorum
Frost, against SAMUEL LINSCOTT
of Andrew Haley, Esq. in Shapleigh, in said 1 ext Locks ; Bed Caps; Compasses;
was
killed
at
Amherst,
N.
H.
on
the
4th
inst.
> now in the press; it;
and will be sold at Public Auction on Thurs
County, all the right in Equity which Fish Hooks ; Plated Tea Spoons ;
by
the
careless
discharge
of
a
gun.
itherto unknown facts
day the third day of August next, two of the
JAMES LINSCOTT, of said Shapleigh has
16 inch Bow Saws ; Table Hinges ;
us, that have resulted ,
clock in the afternoon at Josiah Thompson
in redeeming that part of the Farm on which
The
Wandering
Female
again.
—
-\Ve
are
Bisbees
warranted
cast
steel
Hoes
•
These manuscripts
Jun’s store in York. All the Right in Faulty
he now lives, situated in said Shapleigh on
requested
to
notice,
that
the
deranged
wan

Glass
7
by
9
md
8
by
10
;
Scythes
;
property of Milton’s ;
which said Samuel has in redeeming the
the western side of the road leading from
dering
female
who
has
been
several
times
Bos, Gaz. ;
Farm on which he now lives, situated in York
Haley’s corner, so called, to Twombly’s
alluded to in this paper, is still in this vicinity,
aforesaid, with the buildings on the same
Mills, so called, adjoining land of William
and is a most deplorable object of charity and
standing under the incumberance of a mort
)M CALCUTTA.
Linscott, Joseph Linscott, and others ; sub Blue, Printed and edged Tea Setts ;
cwnmisseration. She is said to be now in
MARRIED—In York, by Rev, Mr. Dow
gage to George W. Came, Esq.
rrived yesterday, in
Blue
«
Cup Plates;
Shrewbury, and calls herself Charlotte Mar John Buriey Hill, Esq, of Portsmouth, N. H ject to mortgage.—Conditions at sale.
Conditions made known at the time of
between the Burmese
LU I HER GODING, Deputy Sheriff.
Blueprinted Corinthian do. Round, do.
tin, as heretofore—and now says, as we un to Miss Joanna Preble, of the former place
Shapleigh, June 30, 1826.
n’oken by the former,
Brown Printed Oval Tea Setts ;
derstand, that she has parents living in Ran
In
Portland,
on
the
22d
ult.
Mr.
John
W
JERE. PAUL, Deputy Sheriff.
. to it, it appears, to
Blue Printed Leas with & without handles;
som, Herkimer county, N. Y. has a brother Holmes, of Saco, to Miss Susan Hooper of
June ¿Oth, 1826.
. The war continued,
Washington and Lafayette Pitchers ;
and sister by the names of Asa and Electa, that place.
’
le British had gained
Taymings; Blue printed Chambers, with
and an uncle Lemuel. She is said to be short
lb.
covers;
hi stature and small in size, has brown hair,
York ss
on Execution, and to Flower Pots ; Blue Printed Butter Boats ;
a hair mole on her right cheek just forward
Q
be sold at Public Auction Common Turnlers ; Superfine Wines;
MONTEVlim
of her ear, and between twenty arid thirty
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk.
on Saturday 5th August 1826, at ten of the
>, arrived at this port,
years of age.
Me. July 1, 1826.
clock in the forenoon, at Hall & Conant’s Tavern, Fennow, and Knot Tumlers;
49 days from MonteIf this distressed object has any friends or
Oval Salts,Common do.;
A. B. €.
iovf nnw<rd11 'I' ? right in-equity which
a passenger, W®,.
relations in existencej it is to be hoped that
HOMAS ALLEN, at Capt. Robert
LOVE DOWNS, of Lyman, m said county Peppersand Vinegars; Cruets;
[.he received a letter
this notice will reach them, that they may
Patten s, John Béal, 2 ; Mir. Burbank
Yeoman, has to redeem the following des Glass Pitchers ; Decanters ;
kmerican, dated l?tL
seek and take care of her ; and all printers,
Amos Bragdon, Capt. J. Credefil
”
cribed mortgaged real estate, situated in said Pints and half pint Flasks ;
owing is an extract.’—
who are willing to aid art object of the great
D. E. F.
Lyman, bounded as follows : on the North Blue Printed Ewers and Basins;
¡U. S.ship Cyahe, J.
est humanity, will without doubt, notice this
Miss Lucy Eaton, Ebenezer Emmons.
by the road leading from the Shakers Mill to Lafayette Lamps ; Octagon Cylinder do.
lander, arrived.at,B.:
article in their several journals throughout
Francis Fortune.
Nathaniel Bracket’s, and by Stephen Smith’s Glass Custard Cups.
•o, where an intima-j
the U. States.
G. H. J.
DIED—In Dorchester, on the 4th inst. of land ; Easterly by Amaziah Goodwin’s and
sailing that she would'
Rutland ( Fermoni) Herald.
Thomas Gillpatrick, James GiUpatrick-r*
pulmonary consumption, Mr. Timothy Mitham Smith’s land; South and Easterly
pass the blockading
Miss Mary Hammond—Thomas Jones, Jr.
W alker Stone, late student at Law in Al by Clark’s land and Burganut pond, being
ly upon' approaching
TEAS; SUGAR;
SEA SERPENT.
Mrs. Nancy Jefferds, Simon Jefferds
the same on which the said Downs now lives.
fred, Me. aged 21 years.
ink, in’the Bay of UI
Coffee
;
Molasses
There is a report in town, that this aquatic
K. L. M.
... JE’SSE QI^MAN, Deputy Sheriff.
In
Saco, 5th inst. a child of Mr. Zachariah
Iron, consisting of the
RUM
;
Whiskey
•
monster was seen off Egg Rock, on Friday
Alfred, July 6, 1826.
.
M
Miss Mehitablc* Kimball, Miss Eliza M.
guns, three corvette I | last. It is now three or four years, we be- Shedd, aged 13 months.
frGIN; BRANDY ;
jv.l;
Kimt>ail_Mrs. Catharine
In Buxton, Susan Hill, aged »7 years.
ray, and took positions j I lieve, since he honored Nahant with a visit.
Wmes ; Rice; Tobacco; Cotton; Raisins ; Litt eheld, John Lewis, Charles Littlefield
In Biddeford, 3d inst. Mr. Daniel Folsom,
on the larboard
FRANCIS
Boston Gazette of Monday.
William Littlefield, John Low, Esq. ÇapL
Ginger; Nutmegs; Spice; Cloves;
/ettesin a line
i “ Capt. Sargent, of the schr. \vanderer, of formerly of Holland, Orleans county, Ver
1 homas Lord, or owners of brig Ferox—
EMINDS the public in general, that on
Cinnamon ; Salaeratus; Pearlash.
•board bovte Ihely*
Gloucester, who arrived at this port yester- mont, aged 18.—His death was occasioned *-<' account of his closing his present line
Stephen Mitchell, Hugh McCulloch, Lemu
rily hailed and order; ( 1 day, informs us, that on Tuesday last, about by wounds received from the accidental dis
el
Miller, care of Capt. James Burnham, Na
Books, Stationary, fyc.
charge of a blast of powder, while blasting of business, he will give the public an op
board, to which Up <
‘ six miles from Newburyport bar, and two rocks for Capt. T. Cutts.
thaniel Mitchell, Priscilla Murphy.
>
portunity
of
purchasing
their
GOODS
at
the
ver wduld-W^Wf | , from Plumb Island shore,, he and those with
cost, for any quantity that is wanted, and at
In
South
Berwick,
Mr.
Amos
Nason,
aged
tboat. DurirfH
him had a clear and distinct view of this aqua 65. Charles C. Frost, aged 21.
Mrs. Betsey Nason.
a much lower price than was ever offered in
quarters on board hr
tic monster—that he appeared to be about 60
o
Q. R. S*
In Newfield, Samuel Parsons, son of Mr. this place, until the second day of October
and the gunsdoubr
i feet in length, i. e.as much as could be seen— John P. aged 19 years.
becretary of York Lodge, 2, Peter H,
next, when the remainder will positively be
that his head was fiat, like a shovel, of a shinbans were
u
1
"!*.
n
Esq.
Smith
& Porter, Nathaniel
....
In Limington, 8th inst. the wife of Mr. sold at Public.Auction.
.at was sent#thf|
ingblack color—that his back was full of large Philemon
„S-B- West Mia GOODS and GROCE- ’’KX^E the subscribers, having been ap- Smith, Mrs. Sarah Smith.
Libby.
ch informed Capt f' J
.protuberances, such as have repeatedly been
T.U. V.
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark,
In Brunswick, William Curtis, a member KIES of almost all kinds on hand, and will
lS blockaded, and that
represented—that he seemed to take no no of the Senior class of Bowdoin College.
Thompson, Jun. Edwin Towne,
be sold at unusual low prices.
Judge of Probate, Commissioners to receive
tice of his amazed and criticising friends, but
be given him to
July 15.
and examine the claims of creditors to the Elias S. Taylor, 3, John Taylor, Esq. 2, John
At Dighton, June 17, the Hon. WILLIAM
» gave them
was sporting in the bay, probably participat BAYLIES, M. D. aged 82, and one of the
1 hompson, care of Mrs. Perkins—Miss Mary
estate of
[etermined t0P««y
ing in the pleasures anti joyous at the return
E. Varney.
four survivors of the Provincial Congress of
RUTH
DOWNS,
of
our
national
jubilee
—
that
when
his
speed
that he
j
Wr. X. Y.
Massachusetts, which was convened in 1775.
late of Lyman, in the County of York, widow,
Was rapid, he made a noise similar to that of He was graduated at Harvard University in
rty minutes',
John Waterhouse, S. L. Wildes, Esq. Solo
forceormt;»*.
a ship’s bow when dashing through the water,
rJI HIS day received a few testate, do hereby give notice, that six mon L. Wildes, Capt. John Wise.
1760. During the Revolution he was often in
causing a heavy foam around him—that his
leterminedtiP1®^
Hhds. prime St. Vincents months are allowed to said creditors, to bring
B. PALMER,
M.
the Councils of the State. In 1783, while a
thirty minutes th
eyes were large and prominent, his move^^^^^gwRUM—and For Sale cheap in and prove their claims, and that we shall
Senator of the Commonwealth, he was ap
Cyane
|
attend that service at the office of N. D. Ap
pients altogether different from any other
inhabitant of the deep. Capt. S. was within pointed by Gov. HANCOCK Register, of
pleton, in Alfred in said County, on the first
VrKEENoUGH & BODWELL.
fifty or one hundred yards of this submarine Probate for the County of Bristol, and a Judge
Saturday of August, last Saturday in Septem
July 14.
of
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas.
He
was
a
r They were inf01®..
ber, and fourth Saturday in December next
traveller, and saw him plainly during half an
bitif4^a
hour; he is a man of strict veracity and up member of the State Convention, which rat
from two to six o’clock in the afternoon of
REENOUGH & BODWELL have for
ified the Federal Constitution, and in 1800 an
said days.
rightness ; has heretofore disbelieved in the
xordmgly P“.her |
elector of President and Vice President. He
sale Merchantable, Clear, and Reffu.se
PHINEHAS
RICKER
7
Commis■
existence
of
the
Sea
Serpent,
but
is
now
Gloria still
was an original member of the Medical, His
clear Boards, Shingles and Clapboards at fair
NATHAN D. APPLETON, j sioners.
' ready to give his certificate to the many
¡e manceuvering 11 on.
prices.
June 24, 1826.
J
which have been elicited in favor of his torical, Agricultural, and Humane Societies
O be sold at Public Auction on Saturday
of this Commonwealth, and an early member
July 8, 1826.
Makeship.”
Newburyport Free Press.
of the Academy of Arts and Sciences.
the 29th inst. at 3 o’clock P. M. at the
Drowned—In Hampton Roads, on the
store of the subscriber, about 24 acres of Salt
zilian seelAedW
\ Capt. Peter Dagget a passenger in the Iris night of the 1st inst. Mr. Lewis Powers, aged MARSH tying below Wells Meeting-house,
Ldvantage^Cr:
maintops<g^
worn Boston for Hartford, informs us, that on 22 years, a worthy young man, belonging to extending from the upland to the town river.
F the York,Baptist Association, holthe 19th inst. about 3^ leagues S. & E. from Georgetown, Me. The deceased was 2d of It will be sold in lots so as to accommodate
heboat.pef«^
den in Waterborough, on Wednesday rriHE CASH, and the highest price will
^ape Cod, and 2A miles from the shore, the ficer on board the ship Grand 'Turk, of Bath, purchasers. Also, one and an half acres ty
ne continued "
,
and 1 hursday, June 14th and 15th, 1826, are
hea Serpent was visible, 40 feet from the and was engaged in letting go the anchor, ing below Enoch Furbish’s.
be paid for Cotton and Linen RAGS,
„ delivery at JAMES K. HEM m large or small quantities by
^sel, with its bead 4 or 5 feet above water. when he unfortunately fell overboard and WALTER LITTLEFIELD,
IC H b Bookstore.
Opposed it 40 or 50 feet long, and of the size was lost.
Wells* July 4,1826.
T K e
JOHN LILLIE.
Kennebunk, July 8,1$26.
July
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THE WREATH.

SUMMER’S EVENING.
CREATION slumbers on beauty’s breast,
And mystic silence lulls the w orld to rest;
A blaze of glory o’er the west is spread,—
A golden pavement where the angels tread ;
And musing fancy fondly deems she hears
Their anthems burst upon her ravish d ears.

The gales are sleeping on the dreaming sea,
Which mirrors heaven’s resplendent pagean
try,
Where lovely Dian will anon repair,
.
To bathe the tresses of her streaming hair,
And call the fairies from their coral cayes,
They pay their rites and tread the silver d
waves.
If there’s a moment When the human breast
Of life’s vain trifles can itself divest,
(Which all its noblest energies debase,
And God’s bright impress from the soul eifn.ee)
That holy moment is Summer’s Even,
When nature sleeps beneath the smile 01
heaven.

no time for speculation, and think not
of the author of their blessings—to
whom the rise of the sun is only that
which calls them to toil, and the finest
night in all its softness is mute or only
tells them it is the hour of repose !

The extensive importance of the date
tree is one of the most curious subjects
in natural history. A considerable
part of the inhabitants of Egypt, of Arabia, and Persia, subsist almost entirey upon its fruit. They boast also of
its medicinal virtues. Their camels
:’eed upon the date stones. From the
eaves they make couches, baskets,
jags, mats \nd brushesfrom the
branches cages for their poultry and
fences for their gardens; from the fibres
of the boughs, thread, ropesand rig
ging ; from the sap is prepared spirit
uous liquor, and the trunk of the tree
furnishes fuel. It is now said that from
one variety of the palm tree, meal has
been extracted among the fibres of the
trunk, and has been used for food.

Notice.

Sabbath Schools.''

Doct. MARK.OE,

OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
HEREAS MARY, my wife, lias be
nebunk-Port and Vicinity that he has
REMICH
haved in an unbecoming manner, and
opened his office in the Bank Building, where
has left my bed and board without any provo

he will
attend to all calls in every branch of HAS for sale, a great variety A
cation on my part, I therefore forbid all per his Profession; He boards with Capt. Oliver
suitable for instruction and-ft»
sons harboring or trusting her on my account, Walker*
in Sabbath Schools—which will be
’
low
as
can
be purchased in Boston ? VOL.
as I shall pay no debts ofher contracting atKennebunk-Port, June 17,1826.
or ^
0.
where.
ALSO,
Or
ter this date.
BENJAMIN STONE.

W

W

JAMES K.

Piano Forte.

Berwick, Juried, 1826.

A large assortment of Quarto, Octavo
Duodecimo BIBLES; Pronouncing'!
PronounX
common
TESTAMENT^, f
common
TESTAMENT'S
r-Vir-ill
’c Watt«
A •edition? !
chell
’s Watts,
various

OR sale a superior PLABO
and binding ; Watts’
i
imported from Scotland ; said by the
Psalms and Hymns, Smith and i
AKEN by Execution, and Amateurs of musick to be an excellent toned
Jones
’
Collection
;
Young
(L
will be sold at Public Auc instrument, recently put in good tune by Dr.
verts Companion ; Songs of Zion. n'
Bourne,
which will be sold at a much lower
tion on the premises, on Monday
the thirtypen’s Hymns; Kent’s Uospel Hy^?
first day of July next, at ten of the clock in price than instruments of this kind usually
June 10.
’’
the forenoon, all the right in equity which sell for, having been purchased in Edinburgh
Millet Wedgewood has to redeem the at a very reduced price.
Persons wishing to purchase would do
homestead farm on which he now lives, sit
uate in Berwick, in said County, near Great well to call and examine it.
¿/^inquire at the store of Maj. Barnabas
Falls, containing about nineteen acres ; the
OR Ladies, Gentlemen, and Boys i5
same being under the incumberance of a Palmer.
received by
’q
Kennebunk, June 17,1826.
mortgage deed.
Granville Ç. Wallingford, D. Sheriff.
O. BÜRNHJH
Berwick, June 26, 1826._____ j___________
June 10.

Sheriff’s Sale.

T

F

F

Sheriff’s Sale.

NEV STORE,

Opposite the
Scales, Ken JVew and Valuable School
nebunk.
TUST published and for sale at

Hay
HR AKEN on Execution and to
York, ss. Jp
s0|c| at put,ijC Auction,
on Monday the 31st day of July next, at four
o’clock in the afternoon at the dwellinghouse of the subscriber, in Alfred. All the
A MODEST VOUCHER.
right in equity which Joseph Knight, Jun.
AS just opened an extensive assortment
Linen is so cheap that most of the of Alfred, in said county, has to redeem from
tracts or parcel of land situate in
of
males in Auger now indulge in the lux several
Alfred, or partly in Alfred and in Lyman, in
ury of a shirt. Several beggars stood said county, being the homestead on which
before the fsug, and holding the remains said Joseph Jun. and his father lives, with the
of an old pair of breeches in their hand, wood land, being the same tracts of land
mortgaged to Jonathan Farnum and others.
while they held up their shirt in proof Conditions at sale.
of their assertion, kept exclaiming u But
BENJ. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
Comprising almost every article mentioned
breeches they are none ! but breeches Alfred, JuneTl, 1826.
in his neighbors’ advertisements, and equally
low.—Ginghams 9d to 20 cts.; Bedtickings
they are none !” This novel mode of
Is to 25 cts.; Sheetings 10d to 20 cts.; good
drawing the attention of the passers by,
rjlAKEN on Execution and to Shirtings 7d to 9d ; Ladies’ Cotton Hose 41
so amused me that I could not help York, ss.
be
at publlc Auction, cts.; and other things in proportion, all of
laughing out-right.—-Denham and Clap on Monday the 31st day of July next, at four which will be sold for Cash, Produce, or good
o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwelling credit.
perton's African Discoveries.
Kennebunk, June 15,1826.
house of the subscriber in Alfred. All the
right in equity which Abel M’Gregory of
PRETTY PILFERERS.
Alfred, has to redeem the Farm on
The ladies of Logun are a much said
which he lives, situate in Alfred aforesaid,
handsomer race than the Bornouese, being the same Farm said M’Gregory pur
and far more intelligent—the women chased of John Say ward, Jr. Esq. and is under XT
FIN AKEN by Execution and
incumberance of a mortgage to said York, ss.
s0Jd at pubi;c Auc
particularly so ; and they possess a the
Say ward.
_
tion,
on
Monday
the
17th
day of July next, at
superior carriage and manner to any
BENJ. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
the Post Office in South-Berwick,, at ten o’
negro nation I had seen—The ladies Alfred, June %7, 1826.
clock A. M. all the right in equity which
of the principal persons of the country
CALEB FROST has to redeem the home
stead farm on which he now lives, contain
visited me, accompanied by one or
ing about thirty acres ; the same being un
more female slaves. They examined
to all that are indebted to the Ken- der the incumberance of a mortgage deed.
every thing even to the pockets of . my _LFS given
nebunk Toll Bridge for the year 1826. Grenvill C. Wallingford, D. Sheriff.
trowsers ; and more inquisitive ladies I They are requested to make payment by the South-Berwick, June 15.1826.
never saw; they begged for every thing first of August next; all those unsettled after
and nearly all attempted to steal some that time will be left with an Attorney.
JACOB BROWN.
thing. When found out, they only Kennebunk-port, July
1,1826.
R an ocular Analysis of the English Lan

flirti1!
p

jami
OPPOSITE

jÎjoBAÎj

iuld’i610'1fît
0

Ì»’s<el ,U
€

cosI
"'
th
Aewsthat
th

Jed to each pl tl
f
rom the scripT
LESSONS IN
S. L. OSBORN,
thathis
morah
Simultaneous Reading
that his moi'
a
¿by th^ insB:^
fining. By a Teaehvr.
The above work is highly recommend I 1,
triffes,nor at 6
—ALSO—
Abridgement of Murray’s English Grara0i * avoidable prjv
O ’tis delightful for a heaven-born mind,
as published by the Author. With tit with such tfof
By solitude enlighten’d and refined,
To muse on virtue’s charms, on’heavenly joys,
addition of Questions, &c,
2, Rwnmty
And love divine, which seraph-lyres em
LIKEWISE,
ploys ;
J
Templi Carmina, or Bridgewater Collet ¿t e^1}1
While Even’s charms the power of God pro
of Sacred Music. Fifteenth edition, but he that m
claim,
A general assortment of Theological $ exalted»’
Exalt his praise, and magnify his name.
cellaneous, School and ClassicalBooks,
Jlesohdu
3.3, JResoMwi
Sure scenes like these might make the scep
what you ough
ticown
what you resW
A power supreme that sits on nature s throne.
That guides the planets in the mystic race
well doing- I
LL who owe me either on Note or i
Through the interminable realms ot space,
4. Jusfice.4'
count,
are
hereby
notified
that
thet
That built the concave of the sapphire skies,
injustice,
or jj
mands will be left with an Attorney for
a
And paints the Evening with unnumbered
Sheriff’s Sale
lection, unless settled before the 15th day are your duty!
dyes.
July next.
acceptable toi
edmund Pearson.
5. Sincerity
MUTUAL HEARTS.
Kennebunk, June 22,1826.
think innocent
TWO mutual hearts are like the rills,
In solitude when single,
speak
That wander from the moorland hills
Commissioners’ Notice speak,
of truth shall L
In river streams to mingle ;
WE the subscribers having been appou»;
6. SihnceA
And then along the fertile vale, .
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judges
Their banks with blossoms painted,
benefit otberi
Probate,
to
receive
and
examine
the
chin»
They heave their billows to the gale,
fling convert
creditors to the estate of
Untroubled and untainted.
•ofwords then
MARK GOODWIN,
T&o mutual hearts are like the stars
late of Lyman, deceased, represented ® that restraint
4'hat aid each other’s shining,
vent, do hereby give notice that six month
7. Frugally
Wien gates of day the evening bars,
to said creditors, to bring in andpre
to do good tor
Grammar Simplified; allowed
And roses are declining ;
their claims, and we shall attend that sets
And through the long and lonesome night
at the Inn of Benjamin Dudley, of LymanJ waste nothing
laughed heartily, clapped their bands
That spreads its pall of sadness,
guage.—By J. Greenleaf.—Improved Saturday the 2 7th day of May, and on tbeli abusing it.’. ,
Thev mingle their ethereal light,
together, and exclaimed u Why how
PROBATE NOTICE.
edition. Just received and for sale at
Saturday of July and November, fromonei
8. Industry
T4 fill the world, with gladness.
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
sharp he is !—Only think ! Why, he At a Court of Probate held at Limerick,
clock till five P. M. on each of said days.
ways emploj
June 10.
TwA mutual hearts are like the flowers
JOHN GRANT, )
caught us!”
Ib>
within andfor the county of York, on the
That twine themselves together,
JOHN MURPHY, J jim. cut off all umj
thirtieth day of June, in the year of our
Whfai morning sends the drenching showers,
Lyman, May 17,1826._________ thou a man d
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
COMPENSATION.
Oi? evening comes to wither;
JVORY T. HOVEY, Executor of the last
By Authority of the State of Maw, shall stand bi
And though they fall—as fall they must—
Hospitality was ever habitual to A will and testament of Ivory Hovey, late S here given to those indebted t« the sub
stand before
sThey will not, cannot sever,
scriber
previous
to
the
beginning
of
the
them. At this day the greatest re of South Berwick, in said County deceased;
9. Model
But sink together to the dust,
&
OXPORJ
year
1826,
that
all
such
demands
remaining
proach of the Arab tribe is “ that none having presented a petition for license to
rrqgeiher lie forever. , .
________ .
forbear to r
unsettled to the 1st of September next, will
sell
so
much
of
the
deceased
’
s
real
estate
as
! of their men
mrsn Iinvo
f>
llPftl
’
t
to
CIVC.
DOI
’
CAXAL LOTTERY cretion of a
have a heart to give, nor may be necessary for the payment of his be put into the hands of an Attorney.__
V
BURLEIGH SMART.
their women to deny.
Ib.
CLASS No. EIGHTi
debts and incidental charges.
and it is his
Kennebunk, June 16,1826.
ORDERED, That the said Executor give
gression.’
CHRISTIAN GENTLENESS. ' < 7
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
CARDING
SCHEME.
• 10. Order
copy of this order to be published three Kennebunk-Povt and Saco.
u Christian gentleness is an uniform J'JVP CLOTH DRESSING- weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
$10,00 (their proper
of
1 prize
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
temper, supported on principle, from a
IS p be done dec
of
$5000
1
prize
regard to God and imitation of Christ. 1 HE subscribers would inform the public appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
u
is 3Ö!
1000
11. Chast
of
3
that they have removed their Card nebunk, in said County, on the third Tues
It is not merely a natural easiness of
day of July next, at ten of the clock in the
500 is 251S thoughts: a
5 « of
ing Machines from their former stand, to the
disposition, but has its foundation in a opposite
’
side of the river, in the building re forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
200 is id sation.- 4 K
9 44 of
occupied by Nath’l Jefferds ; where why the said license should not be granted.
renovated heart. It is (he fruit of that cently
(
u
380 is ä gence, for 0
of
1
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
will attend to Carding WOOL and
spirit, which is love, joy, peace, long- they
1
100 is ' 3« life?
36 <4 of
Dressing CLOTH in the best manner, and
HE Portland Stage Company, have com
suffering, gentleness—a heart broken for as CHEAP as any person in the county.
GEO. THACHER, Reffr.
50 is 1SI
12. Tern
menced running a STAGE from Ken
38 44 of
June 24.
sin, humbled before God, purged from
WILLIAM JEFFERDS,
nebunk-Port, to meet the Portland Stage at468 44
is
10
ness.
—Dri
of
JONATHAN KIMBALL.
its corruptions and filled with holy love
44
Saco.
,
5 is à wine exce
of
3780
Kennebunk, June 10,1826.
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Mondays, Wednesand charity to all mahkind. When
sleep comet
The tickets in this Lottery are formed
days, and Fridays, at six A. M. and arrives at
this is the case our gentleness will be
Saco at half past seven, and at Portland at ten the different ternary combinations that a early, and
uniform and habitual, imparting peace
OS. G. MOODY has received a new as
made of forty-two numbers, from 1 tor
.the paths 0
A M»
sortment of
within, and shedding a holy influence
Leaves Portland, same day, at four P. M. elusive.—To decide the prizes, on the day
pangs of A
drawing,
42
numbers,
from
1
to
41
ind®
HIS day received, a fresh lot of Ladies’ American, English, India and and arrives at Kennebunk-Port by eight P. M.
on all around us. But so natural it is
will severally be deposited in a wheel,aadi tiate man.’
Leghorn
Gipsey
and
Bolivar
HATS,
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Tuesday, Thurs
for us to indulge a contrary disposition,
FRENCH GOODS.
day, and Saturday, by half past eleven for drawn outThere will be 20 tickets hare
for sale cheap by
that even if w e have been renewed in
which he will sell at very low prices, for
on them as a combination, three of the dra'
' GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
A f
Kennebunk, and will return the same day.
Cash, Country Produce, or approved credit.
the spirit of our mind, it will require June 10.
• The above line will be furnished with supe numbers ; 540 having two, and ^Sobtiifl
When
w
July 1.
constant diligence^ daily vigilance, and
rior Horses and Carriages for the accommoda of the drawn numbers. That ticket Mi
the 1 st, ad, and 3d drawn numbers, will W nities of th'
ceaseless supplies of that influence by
tion of Travellers.
BENJ. BOURN,
titled to S 10,000 ; that having the 4th, $ .see the sun
E. PAINE, Agent.
which it has been in any degree attain
and 6th, 10.^5,000. Those tickets!)^, ure out th(
Mill-pond Street, also, in Front Street, op
ed, to cherish and confirm this temper.”
FARE.
on them the 1st, ad, and 4th—1st, aa, and?
HIS inveterate disease which has so long
reminding
posite J. G. Perkins.
From Kennebunk-Port to Saco,
80 50
— 1st, ad, and 6th, each §1,000. 1R night come
baffled the art of the most experienced
AS just received and is now opening an
having 1st, 3d, and 4th—1st, 3d, and jjt
0 75
Physicians, has at length found a sovereignFrom Saco to Portland,
Religion is nothing, if it is not every
— EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT OF—
Books kept at Oliver Walker’s, Kenne- 1st, 3d, and 6th—ad, 3d, and 4th—ad, R —when v
reme4y in
thing—if existence is not prevaded witbj
those seen
unk-jPort.—J. Cleaves’, Saco, & at Thom 5 th, each ¿500. That having the nM
DR. LAGRANGE'S GENUINE
it—if we do not habitually preserve
and 6th, will be §380. Those bavingt«
great a pa
as. S. Bowles’ Portland.
this faith in an invisable, an elevation which he will sell at a small advance for Cash
4th, and 5th—1st, 5th, and 6th—id,4tM
joys of he
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met
5th—ad, 5th, and 6th—3d, 4th and 5th-;
of the desires, which should triumph o- or Barter, only.
of hell
with more reluctance by the Physician, and York ss. At a court of Probate bolden at 4th, and 6th—3d, 5th, and 6th—20, 3d’,‘
...COJiSISTIN-G OF...
ver the common inclinations of our na
York
in
said
County,
on
the
\^th
day
of
April,
which sha
6th—ad, 4th and 6th, each ¿200. The J
none in which he is so universally unsuccess
ture. But how can religion be thus, English, American, and W. I. ful
1826.
day whi<
six tickets having two of the drawn
This Ointment has stood the test of expe
present with us, if we do not devote to GOODS arid GROCERIES.
RDERED, that from and after the first and those two the 1st, and 2d drawn num,
eternity
<
rience and justly obtained an unparalelled ce
day of July next, the Courts of probate will each be gioo. The thirty-six tic'
its service all, which should occupy and
the
Judgi
ALSO, a large assortment of SHOES, of lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs,
for this county be holden at the following pla

having
the 5th, and 6th drawn aumbeiSi
engage life—devoted affection, strength superior quality.
gives a healthy action to the vessels of the
pened,th
times, to wit.
each be §5o. AU others having any
of intellect^ philosophic meditation, and WANTIW, One Thousand cords of skin, audits original colour and smoothness. cesAtand
last assiz
Alfred, on the first Tuesday in January. the drawn numbers, will be prizes0
Numerous
recommendations
might
be
ob

, the pleasures of imagination ? And since Oak, Maple or Pitch Pine WOOD.
At Kennebunk, on the first Tuesday in Febru. Those having in their combination any
think, in i
tained
of
its
superior
efficacy,
but
the
Pro

we require constant aids to strengthen Kennebunk-port, June a, 1826.
J cy now ii
prietor chose that a fair trial should be ary, and on the first Tuesday in March. At of the drawn numbers will be
our faith, why should all these be as pil
its only commentator. It has in three or four York, on the third Tuesday in April. A. The blanks are those tickets which
utters hei
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years Kennebunk, on the second Tuesday in May- either of the drawn numbers. No ticke
lars of its temple ?
ns to avo
standing, that have resisted the power of ev At Limerick, on the first Tuesday in Junet shall have drawn a superior prize can
this migh
ery other remedy that could be devised.
At Berwick, on the fourth Tuesday in June. tied to an inferior one. Prizes subje
The wonders of nature (says Dider
It not only at once gives immediate relief in At Kennebunk, on the the third Tuesday in deduction of 15 per cent, and P}Fle j
vain ? T1
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (com July. At York, on the second Tuesday in days after the drawing in banK bins g ,
ot) are presented to our eyes long be
brutish—
HE subscriber continues to carry on the monly called SCALD HEJVD) and all scabby August. At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in current in this state. Prizes not dem
fore reason enables us to derive any
Carding and Clothing business. He eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
September. At Limerick, on the first Tues one year after the drawing win no.
light from them. If we entered the
has engaged a first rate workman to superin(Lr’Tliere is nothing of a mercurial nature day in October.
DEV(
At Kennebunk, on the This class will be drawn as soon as the.
world with the same reason, which we tend the business, one who comes well re contained in it, and it may be used on in third Monday in October.
Christ
At York, on the tickets will justify it.
fants
and
others
under
any
circumstances
take with us to an Opera the first time commended from a respectable Factory.—He whatever.
first Tuesday in November. At Kennebunk,
wy their
Portland,
March
3,
1826.
g
we enter a theatre, and were the cur has three machines for Carding sheep’s Wool, Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow on the first Tuesday in December.
Tickets and parts in the above..p
leach th
has recently purchased new Cards which
JONAS CLARK.
Scheme, in a great variety of n* y
tain of the universe, if I may so term and
ing agents.
six years
render them fit for Carding common and Me
be obtained at JAMES K. REM CH
3m.
it, to be as rapidly raised, struck with rino Wool into ROLLS, in the best manner. David Griffith, Portland ; Delano & Whit May 6portant
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.
store. Persons holding small PPzp .tjarj
the grandure of every thing, and the ob He intends to card Wool or dress Cloth at as Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES K.
first imp
last class, signed by any vender in
vious contrivances exhibited, we could low prices as any one in the county. His REMICH, Kennebunk.
Bisbees Hoes
intereste
are invited to call and exchange t •.
***Liberal discount to country dealers.
07-Orders by mail (post Pa^ on)pi|p!
not refuse our homage to the power, present price for carding is four cents per
an early
if paid on delivery, and fifteen cents
June, 1826.
eoply.
which prepared for us such a scene. pound
ARRANTED Cast Steel, with rivetted cash or prize Tickets, will b- P
Spring,
pçr yard for dressing cloth of any colour, if
tended to, if addressed to
, or
.Eyes, for sale by
And can any one be an unbeliever ? paid for on delivery of the same.
A good assortment of Justice
J. & J. DUNN, P°rtiait mere foi
I. JEFFERDS.
But what multitudes are there, who, oc
ELISHA ALLEN.
J. K?RF.MICH, Rennet
Vere in j
Blanks for sale at thisOffice.
Kennebunk-Port, May as.
3W
cupied with procuring subsistence, have Sanfordj May ao, i8%6.
r
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